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Introduction

Welcome to the unofficial guide dedicated to the visual novel Being a DIK which focuses on the players’
choices and their consequences on the adventure.

Footnotes  and  hyperlinks  make  the  navigation  between  sections  and  seasons  of  the  story  easier.
Summaries punctuate the tricky passages and several annexes list the features for a complete overview.
Also,  the  locations  of  special  renderings  and  the  minigames  won’t  be  detailed  because  these
information are already in the official guide.

I hope this guide will answer your questions and assist you to shape the story of  Being a DIK in an
informed way!
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How to read this guide

The stats

Being a DIK is based on two stats: your status and your affinity. The status tracks how you behave and it
operates into three distinct ranges with specificity according to the number of points. It’s updated at
various steps throughout the game.

Status range
DIK

NEUTRAL
CHICK

MASSIVE HUGE STANDARD STANDARD HUGE MASSIVE

Points > +14 +14 ↔ +10 +9 ↔ +5 +4 ↔ −4 −5 ↔ −9 −10 ↔ −14 < −14
Status ranges and scores required

Your affinity is limited to major choices either “DIK” or “Chick”: its own range correspond to the majority
of them only if the totals difference is at least two choices. Otherwise, if the difference is zero or equal
to one, then the affinity stays in neutral range.

Affinity range DIK NEUTRAL CHICK

Totals difference DIK − Chick > 1 1 ≤ DIK − Chick ≤ −1 DIK − Chick < −1
Affinity ranges and differences required between the totals of DIK and Chick major choices

Examples: 3 DIK major choices for 1 Chick give DIK affinity; but 3 DIK for 2 Chick give NEUTRAL.

Every major choice decreases the opposite status max range by one scale block, thereby affecting the
ability to reach outermost status in the long term. Last but not least, your affinity becomes permanent
when the new score exceeds the maximum scale still available – which can only happen from episode 6
onwards. The affinity score is updated “in real time”.

Your choices influence the story

The actions you opt for have direct effects on variables such as the status points,  the relationship
between characters and the money.

Related to Symbol Definition

Effects

SP (↓ SP) This action removes one status point.

♥ (↑ ♥ Josy) This action adds one relationship point with Josy.

$ (↓↓↓ $) This action removes three pocket money.

Stats

DIK DIK range or specified DIK status

NEUTRAL Neutral range

CHICK Chick range or specified Chick status
Most used variables have symbols and one point added or removed is tagged by one arrow up or down‐

In addition, long-term outcomes are referenced inside the page footers:
 • Trivial ones shift lines of dialogue and character bio pages without further repercussions.
 • Minor ones unlock relationship points, money, or sex scenes.
 • Major ones are imperative for achieving romantic relations with the love interests.

Please ensure to refer to the correct episode reference as you may kiss, flirt or have sex with the same 
character in multiple chapters, each time with a different outcome.
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Actions: understanding their conditions and effects

The choices presented to you are as many actions that depend on conditions. Keep in mind that 
conditions may affect:
 - the occurrence of a set of actions,
 - the availability of an action regardless of the others (an unavailable action appears grayed out),
 - and the effect of an action.

The document displays the sets of actions in a tree-like pattern: each paragraph with a new indentation
is a new branch and follows a particular condition for its occurrence. Action requirements and effects
are written respectively inside square brackets and inside round brackets. Finally, effects are written
together with the conditions to which they may be linked.

Extract of a sequence: the second set appears only if you select a specific action

Extract of a set of actions: the second effect of the first action applies only if you meet a specific condition

However, as conditions tend to stack up over the course of the game, more complex arrangements are
made to harmonize the backstory. They are presented inside info boxes.

Phone features

Contacts, Rooster and Swyper actions are also detailed inside colored boxes.  Given the amount of
dialogues the apps include, only successful and effective messages have been copied and truncated
when necessary.

House work

Starting  in  episode  6,  the  information  about  house  work  is  given  as  suggestion;  it  optimizes  the
allocation of experience points and assignments to make sure you complete all tasks.
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Enter the basement and click on the curtain:
You “(Don’t look behind the curtain…)”
 • Look
 • Don’t look

If “Look”:
Heather “Do you have it out for me or something?”
 • Flirt [if your affinity is DIK]
 • Leave

Sage “Wanna fuck?”
 • Yes (↑ SP) (↑ ♥ Sage if your status is DIK)
 • No (↓ SP)

Dialogue

Actions available

Effect without condition Effect linked to a condition

Introduction

Set of actions

Condition for the
next set to occur

Action requirement



Episode 1 – The Initiation

Leaving Home
MINI-MART

Steve “Whatever! Get back to work or I’ll tell my dad, ok!?”
 • Get mad (↑ SP)
 • Shrug it off (↓ SP)

Steve “I was thinking we could get together and maybe take a ride in my Ford Mustang.”
 • Think a bad thought (↑ SP)
 • Ignore it (↓ SP)

You “How about this one?”
 • Nasty joke (↑ SP ↑ ♥ Josy)
 • Corny joke (↓ SP)

You “Oh, wow!”
 • Draw dicks (↑↑ SP ↑ ♥ Josy) 1

 • Draw a funny face (↑ SP ↑ ♥ Josy) 1

 • Don’t draw (↓↓ SP)

ON WAY HOME

Josy “Some people find it annoying.”
 • I don’t mind it
 • I really like it (↑ ♥ Josy)

Josy “Bye.”
 • Check out her ass (↑ SP)
 • Check out her boobs (↑ SP)
 • Leave (↓ SP)

HOME

Dad “I didn’t realize I raised such a charmer.”
 • Get annoyed (↑ SP)
 • Humor him (↓ SP)

Dad “Stop it! I know that I can’t afford to pay for your tuition, but at least let me help you with as 
much as I can.”
 • Accept money (↑ $) 2
 • Ask for more money (↑ SP ↑ $)
 • Reject money (↓ SP)

MINI-MART

Boss “I think it’s only fair that you get less than agreed upon.”
 • Push him for more (↑ SP) (↑↑ $ if you didn’t draw on Steve’s portray)
 • Accept less (↓ SP) (↑ $)

Josy “So, you’re leaving me here, huh?”
 • Yes, sorry
 • I can stay if you want

1. Minor outcome for drawing on Steve’s portray (chance for ↑↑ $ later if you didn’t).
2. Trivial outcome for receiving money from Dad.
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Josy “Pick me up tomorrow night on that sweet ride of yours and I’ll show you!”
 • Ok
 • It’s a date! (↑ ♥ Josy)

If you drew on Steve’s portray:
Steve “So, you think you’re pretty funny, huh?”
 • Trigger him (↑ SP)
 • What do you mean? (↓ SP)

Steve “…yeah, people who go there are trash.”
 • Retort (↑ SP)
 • Ignore him (↓ SP)

HOME

Free roam: Your status is updated. Play the Brawler and the Shuffle minigames (↑↑ $).

Chat with Josy:
 • How’s it going? Looking forward to tonight?
Josy “Yes, I am! I just got out of the shower. I can’t decide what to wear…”
 • I’m standing here half naked, too.
Josy “Lol! Only half naked? I got you beat then.”
 • Yeah, you’re lying. Nice try though.

Talk to Dad and explore home; click the guitar and take a shower. Get dressed to end the free roam.
DATE

Josy “Yeah, I did.” [if your status is NEUTRAL or CHICK and depending on the chat with Josy]
 • I like it (↑ ♥ Josy)
 • It’s better than wearing nothing (↑ ♥ Josy)
 • Let’s go

Josy “Scoot forward and make place for my cute butt.”
 • Flirt with her (↑ ♥ Josy if your status is NEUTRAL or CHICK; or ↓ ♥ Josy if it’s DIK) 3

 • Don’t push your luck

Josy “Here we are!”
 • Check her out [if your status is DIK or CHICK]
 • Don’t push your luck

↑ ♥ Josy if your status is NEUTRAL or CHICK.
NEIL’S CAR

Dad “How does it feel, son?”
 • I feel excited
 • I’m nervous…

3. Trivial outcome for flirting with Josy.
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First Day at College
RECEPTION

Receptionist “Here’s the key to your shared dorm, you’re in the eastern wing. The dorm number is 
66.”
 • Thank her (↓ SP)
 • Just leave (↑ SP)

TROY’S DORM

Troy “Who the fuck are you!?”
 • Be confident (↑ SP)
 • Be friendly (↓ SP)

Troy “I’m not going to live here with you.”
 • Be rude (↑ SP)
 • Be friendly (↓ SP)

HALLWAY

You “Oh, hi…” 4

 • Sure
 • No thanks

If “Sure”:
You “Sure.”
 • Check her panties [if your status is DIK] (↑ SP ↓ ♥ Maya)
 • Check her out (↑ ♥ Maya)
 • Don’t push your luck (↓ SP)

Maya “It’s kind of unofficial, but rumor has it that they pay for your entire tuition, if you fit their 
criteria.”
 • Really?
 • Tell a joke (↑ ♥ Maya)

Maya “Well, you can consider me a friend at least.”
 • Cool
 • Compliment her (↓ SP ↑ ♥ Maya) 5

Maya “I’ll join you for the first class after lunch. I need to chat with the HOTs.”
 • Hug her [if your status is CHICK] (↑ ♥ Maya) 6

 • Bye

CAFETERIA

You “(It’s like someone put minimal efforts into making it…)”
 • Introduce yourself (↓ SP)
 • Say Nothing

Sage “FUCK OFF!!!”
 • Intervene (↑ ♥ Sage ↓ ♥ Jocks) 7

 • Keep quiet

4. Trivial outcome for meeting Maya.
5. Trivial outcome for complimenting Maya.
6. Trivial outcome for hugging Maya.
7. Minor outcome for intervening in the argument between Sage and Chad: ↑ ♥ DIKs later.
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If “Intervene”:
Chad “This doesn’t concern you.”
 • Shove him [if your status is DIK] (↑ SP) 8

 • Call security (↓ SP)

You “Sage, huh?”
 • Joke about her name (↑ SP)
 • Pretty name (↓ SP)

Sage “Can you believe that?”
 • Maybe he did?
 • That’s bullshit (↓ SP)

Sage “He’s so full of shit.”
 • Tell a joke (↑ ♥ Sage if your status is DIK; or Beth, the cafeteria worker, feels insulted if it’s 
NEUTRAL or CHICK 9) 10

 • Don’t push it

 • Why do you date him? (↑ ♥ Sage if your status is DIK; or ↓ ♥ Sage if it’s NEUTRAL or CHICK) 11

 • Don’t inquire

Sage “You sit here and eat all alone, but you don’t look like someone who would.”
 • That’s superficial (↓ ♥ Sage) 12

 • No friends yet

Sage “I gotta run. Thanks for the help back there.” or “I gotta run. Bye.”
 • Check her out (↑ SP)
 • Don’t push your luck (↓ SP)

Derek “Hey, bro! Did you see the tits on that one?”
 • Banter (↑ SP) 13

 • Defend her (↓ SP) 14

Derek “What do you say, bro!?”
 • Just my type 15

 • I’m more into milfs like Cathy 16

Derek “Hey, bro. Don’t try your luck with that one. Total cockblock.”
 • Get mad (↓ ♥ Derek) 17

 • Ignore him

 • Check her out (↑ SP ↓ ♥ Maya) 18

 • Say hi (↓ SP)

8. Trivial outcome for dealing with Chad.
9. Minor outcome for insulting Beth: it affects Isabella’s future relationship.
10. Trivial outcome for joking with Sage.
11. Trivial outcome for asking Sage about her relation with Chad.
12. Trivial outcome for offending Sage.
13. Derek will call you “ass man” from now on.
14. Derek will call you “bro” from now on.
15. Jade will appears in dreams.
16. Cathy will appears in dreams.
17. Trivial outcome for calling out Derek.
18. Trivial outcome for staring at Maya’s panties.
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CLASSROOM

English answers (↑ SP if you cheat; or ↓ SP if you don’t)
Three letter words:‐ git – his – hit – its – lit – sit
Four letter words:‐ gilt – gist – gits – hilt – hits – list – shit – sigh – silt – slit – this
Five letter words:‐ sight – light – gilts – hilts
Six letter words:‐ slight – lights

Maya “Sorry, I can’t. I need to call my boyfriend.”
 • Ask about boyfriend
 • Leave it alone

Chad “Shut up, Anthony!”
 • Mock him (↑ SP ↓ ♥ Jocks) 19

 • Calm him down (↓ SP)

Chad “You do know that campus security can’t always be around to save your pretty little ass?” or 
“That’s not what Dawe told me. Apparently you were getting ready to fuck her right there in the 
cafeteria.”
 • Mock him (↑ SP ↓ ♥ Jocks) 19

 • Calm him down (↓ SP)

Jill “Argh! I can’t stand bullies. Some boys never grow up.”
 • Compliment her (↑ ♥ Jill if your status is NEUTRAL or CHICK; or ↓ ♥ Jill if it’s DIK)
 • Introduce yourself

LIBRARY

You “Hi!”
 • Tell a joke (↓ ♥ Isabella if your status is DIK)
 • Ask about library card

Magnar “I’ll tell you what. If you pay me $$$, I’ll let you earn money from passing classes.”
 • English booster (↓ $)
 • Math booster (↓ $)
 • Take notes from nerds (↓↓↓ $) 20

TROY’S DORM

You “(Let’s hope he’s in a better mood now.)”
 • Say hey
 • Ignore him

If “Say hey”:
Troy “Shut up.”
 • Think a bad thought (↑ SP)
 • Ignore him (↓ SP)

Free roam: Your status is updated. Play the Brawler and the Shuffle minigames (↑↑ $).

19. Trivial outcome for mocking Chad.
20. This must-have service gives ↑ $ each time you pass a class test. Consider buying it now.
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Chat with Dad.
Call Josy:

 • I was about to call you
Josy “Do you miss me or what?”
 • I miss you (↑ ♥ Josy)
↑ ♥ Josy if your status is NEUTRAL or CHICK.

Study Math, play guitar 21 and talk to Troy 22.
Talk to Derek in the hallway:

Derek “Hey dude! What’s up!?”
 • High five (↑ ♥ Derek)
 • Low five (↑ SP)

Derek “Why do the security guards treat some people differently?”
 • Joke around (↑ ♥ Derek)
 • Ignore him

Derek “…not for free of course, a dude gotta eat.”
 • English cheat (↓ $)
 • Math cheat (↓ $)
 • Shuffle cheat (↓ $)
 • Brawler skill point (↓ $)

Talk to the student at the vending machine:
Student “Yeah, that’s not what this is.”
 • Buy him a soda (↓ SP ↓ $) 23

 • Leave

Once you visited the bathroom 24, click on your bed to end the free roam and enjoy the first dream 
scene 25.

Troy “Yes, now! Get out! Don’t you have classes to go to, or something?”
 • Fine (↓ SP)
 • Don’t you? (↑ SP)

HALLWAY

You “Hey…”
 • Sage, was it? (↓ SP)
 • I’m blanking on your name (↑ SP)

Sage “You hate Chad, right?”
 • Yes (↑ ♥ Sage if your status is DIK) 26

 • No

Sage “Nothing? Not even my G strings go that high up.”‐
 • Let me check [if your status is HUGE DIK] (↑ ♥ Sage)
 • If you say so

21. Trivial outcome about Troy listening to you play some guitar.
22. Trivial outcome for talking with Troy again.
23. Minor outcome for giving money to the student (↑↑ $ in episode 3 if Derek accommodates you).
24. Trivial outcome for meeting Riona and Quinn near the dormitory bathroom.
25. Trivial outcome for the first dream scene.
26. Trivial outcome for joking with Sage about Chad.
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Sage “It’s simple, really. I want you to find out who Chad’s been fucking behind my back.”
 • What’s in it for me? (↑ SP)
 • No way (↓ SP)

CLASSROOM

Math answers (↑ SP if you cheat; or ↓ SP if you don’t; ↑ $ if you bought Magnar’s service)
c – b – d – a – d – c

CAFE

Maya “Which do you prefer…being indoors or outdoors?” 27

 • Indoors
 • Outdoors

Maya “Cuddling up with a blanket or taking a bubble bath?”
 • Cuddling with a blanket
 • Bubble bath
 • Neither

Maya “Would you rather spend a night with friends getting drunk at a party or at home with a bottle 
of wine?”
 • At a party
 • At home

Maya “Come, let’s leave.”
 • Pay for her meal (↓ $ ↑ ♥ Maya) 28

 • Don’t pay for her meal

TROY’S DORM

Troy “Get the fuck out!!! There’s no fucking way that you’re staying here anymore!”
 • Beat him up (↑ DIK affinity ↓ Chick status max range) 29

 • Storm out (↑ Chick affinity ↓ DIK status max range)

27. Your answers from the chit chat may be used in an exclusive Gender Studies session with Maya in episode‐  6.
28. Trivial outcome for paying for Maya’s lunch.
29. Minor outcome for beating up Troy: it affects Isabella’s future relationship.
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Fraternity and Sorority
DIK HOUSE

↑ ♥ DIKs if you intervened in the dispute between Sage and Chad.
Rusty “How do you feel about the jocks?”
 • I don’t hate them (↓ ♥ DIKs)
 • I hate them (↑ ♥ DIKs)

Riona “No jock would be stupid enough to do that.”
 • Play along (↑ ♥ DIKs)
 • Deny

HOT HOUSE

Free roam: Take a peek inside Quinn’s room and collect the money on top shelf in the middle door (↑ $).
Enter the showers and grab the panties:

Quinn “Huh!? Is somebody in there?”
 • Stay quiet
 • Act like a girl

Quinn “She’s got a nice ass, huh?”
 • Agree (↑ SP) 30

 • Try to leave (↓ SP)

Quinn “I bet this is what you really came to see…”
 • Get involved (↑ SP) [entire scene requires a HUGE DIK status] 31

 • Leave (↓ SP)

Tommy “He may stand there naked with panties, but that cock sticking out between his legs is what’s
wrong with that.”
 • Joke around (↑ ♥ DIKs if your status is DIK)
 • Get angry

LIBRARY

Isabella “But don’t get too comfortable. I’m not interested in seeing your penis again.”
 • Tease her (↑ SP ↓ ♥ Isabella) 32

 • Don’t tease her (↓ SP ↑ ♥ Isabella)

Isabella “Tell me why you ended up in that bush naked, boy.”
 • Stop calling me boy
 • Don’t call her out

MAYA’S DORM

Maya “I was just fucking with you about the window. No one cares if you go through the door.”
 • Laugh (↓ SP ↑ ♥ Maya)
 • Get annoyed (↑ SP)

Free roam: Study Gender Studies and collect the money (↑ $).
Talk to Maya to end the free roam:

Maya “We’re twins.”
 • Joke (↓ SP ↑ ♥ Maya)
 • Really?

30. Trivial outcome for confronting Quinn and Camila.
31. Trivial outcome for having sex with Camila.
32. Trivial outcome for teasing Isabella.
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Click on your bed:
Maya “Wanna go to bed?”
 • Sure
 • Together (↑ SP if your status is DIK; or ↓ SP if it’s NEUTRAL or CHICK)

↑ ♥ Maya if your status is NEUTRAL or CHICK. Click on your bed to end the free roam.
Maya “Of course I’ll turn around.”
 • Sneak a peek [if your status is DIK]
 • Wait until she’s done

If “Sneak a peek”:
You “(Fuck me…)”
 • Closer look at ass
 • Closer look at tits

Maya “Ok! I’m ready.”
 • Compliment her (↑ ♥ Maya if your status is NEUTRAL or CHICK)
 • Don’t compliment her

Maya “Haha, all right.”
 • Ask her to turn around
 • Undress while she looks (↑ ♥ Maya if your status is CHICK)

If “Ask her to turn around”:
Maya “Now who’s the fun one.” or “Oh, of course!”
 • Check her out
 • Don’t risk it

Enjoy the second dream scene 33.
HOT HOUSE

Quinn “I almost didn’t recognize you with clothes.”
 • Hostile approach (↑ SP)
 • Calm approach (↓ SP)

Quinn “Hah! You should have heard the quaver in her voice when she thought I was your booty call.”
 • Hostile approach (↑ SP)
 • Calm approach (↓ SP)

Sage “Sure…”
 • Look closer (↑ SP)
 • Don’t risk it (↓ SP)

Your status is updated.
Quinn “So, no harsh feelings?”
 • No harsh feelings (↓ SP)
 • Don’t accept apology (↑ SP)

Quinn “Do you get laid a lot?”
 • Yes (↑ SP)
 • No (↓ SP)
 • None of your business

33. Trivial outcome for the second dream scene.
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Quinn “So? You want the number to my restaurant or not?”
 • Accept her offer (↑ DIK affinity ↓ CHICK status max range) 34

 • Reject her offer (↑ CHICK affinity ↓ DIK status max range)

LIBRARY

Stephen “Hey there, sport.”
 • Say hey (↓ SP)
 • Retort (↑ SP)

Isabella “Yes?”
 • Joke
 • Say hey

↑ ♥ Jill if your status is NEUTRAL or CHICK.
Jill “What?”
 • Whisper again
 • Sit down closer to her

If “Sit down closer to her”:
Jill “Smooth move…”
 • Thanks (↓ ♥ Jill)
 • It wasn’t a move

MAYA’S DORM

Free roam: Your status is updated. Play the Brawler and the Shuffle minigames (↑↑ $). Study Gender 
Studies and collect the money (↑ $).

Chat with Derek.
Chat with Josy:

Josy “Hey, look at what I bought today!”
 • You look very pretty in that, Josy. (↑ ♥ Josy)

Call Quinn:
Quinn “Quinn’s restaurant is open for business.”
 • Leftovers
 • Spicy takeout (↓ $) 35 36

 • Japanese takeout (↓↓ $) 35 37

If “Spicy takeout”:
Sex scene with Camila.

If “Japanese takeout”:
Sex scene with Riona.

Talk to Maya to end the free roam:
 • Sneak a peek [if your status is DIK]
 • Ask her what she’s doing

You “(Her vanilla perfume smells amazing on her…)”
 • Look closer (↑ SP)
 • Don’t look closer (↓ SP)

34. Major outcome for accepting Quinn’s offer: she will propose sexual services to be bought by phone call.
35. Major outcome for paying for sexual services from Quinn.
36. Minor outcome for buying Camila’s sexual service.
37. Minor outcome for buying Riona’s sexual service.
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You “(She has the softest skin…)”
 • Smell her hair (↓ ♥ Maya if your status is DIK)
 • Don’t risk it

You “(Fuck! I’m going to get a boner from this…not good…)”
 • Push her leg down (↑ ♥ Maya)
 • Linger longer

Maya “…it would probably be for the best if you weren’t.”
 • Too late for that (↑ ♥ Maya) 38

 • Ok. I’ll try

Maya “Tell me! Did you like the movie?”
 • I liked it (↑ ♥ Maya if your status is NEUTRAL or CHICK)
 • It wasn’t for me

Maya “Now unless you wanna sleep in my bed, get out.”
 • Thanks for the movie
 • Was that an offer?

CLASSROOM

Jade “How about you?”
 • Easy credits and vaginas [if your status is HUGE DIK] (↑ SP ↓ ♥ Maya ↑ ♥ Derek)
 • Learn more about women (↓ SP ↑ ♥ Maya)
 • Nothing special

Gender Studies answers (↑ SP if you cheat; or ↓ SP if you don’t; ↑ $ if you bought Magnar’s service)
Danielle – 2 years old, brown – Franz – You never told me – $12 – Glasses – Linda, 240 lbs – 2 months 
– Your boyfriend, Jamie – 13

↑ ♥ Maya if your status is NEUTRAL or CHICK.
MAYA’S DORM

Free roam: Your status is updated. Play the Brawler and the Shuffle minigames (↑↑ $). Study Math and 
collect the money (↑ $).

Chat with Derek.
Chat with Josy:

Josy “Haha! You’ll see this weekend.”
 • What about you, then? Do you prefer flowers or chocolate? 39

Chat with Sage:
Sage “I want photo proof. You got that, right?”
 • That’s easier than my plan of asking them to fuck in front of you. (↑ ♥ Sage)

Click on your bed to end the free roam.
Episode 1 ending: Your status is updated.

38. Trivial outcome for acknowledging your feeling for Maya.
39. Minor outcome for asking Josy about what present she prefers (↑↑ ♥ Josy later if you buy flowers).
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Episode 2 – Maggot Brothers

Hell Week: The Cum-petition
DIK HOUSE

Tommy “Do you wish to rise and become a DIK?”
 • Yes (↑ ♥ DIKs)
 • No?

Quinn “…I just wonder how badly?”
 • Defend Maya
 • Say nothing

If you bought Camila’s sexual service:
You “(So, that was Camila?)”
 • Tell her the truth (↑ SP) 40

 • Say nothing

Quinn “That condom was a distraction anyway.”
 • Make her stop (↓ SP)
 • Let her continue 41 42

If “Let her continue”:
Quinn “You’re going to cum in my pussy.”
 • Ask her to stop
 • Tease her (↑ SP)

Derek “Bro! We’re so in! Right?”
 • Positive response
 • Negative response

Derek “You wouldn’t have to share dorm with my fugly sister anymore.”
 • I like Maya 43

 • Nice

If “I like Maya”:
Derek “…yet?”
 • Nothing
 • Nothing…yet

Free roam: Let Rusty introduce Nick, and talk to Jacob. Overhear Jamie dilemma about Leon’s 
proposition. Have a chat with Ashley and Berth 44, greet Heather.
Talk to Derek:

Derek “Come, my maggot brother! Have a drink with me!”
 • Yes (↑ ♥ Derek) 45

 • No (↑ SP)

40. Trivial outcome for telling Quinn about you and Camilla having had sex together.
41. Trivial outcome for having sex with Quinn during the cum-petition.
42. Minor outcome for winning the cum-petition (↑ Hell Week score).
43. Trivial outcome for telling Derek that you like Maya.
44. Trivial outcome for talking to Berth, the cafeteria worker, if she feels insulted.
45. Trivial outcome for having a drink with Derek.
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If “Yes” and your status is not HUGE CHICK:
Derek “Hey, babes!”
 • Friendly greeting (↓ SP)
 • Flirty greeting (↑ SP)

Sarah “Yeah, he’s so easy to tease!”
 • Walk off (↓ SP)
 • Be a smart ass (↑ SP)

If “Be a smart ass”:
Sarah “Shit’s so stupid. All we do is sit and talk about bullshit and we get credits for it.”
 • Agree (↑ SP)
 • Disagree (↓ SP)

Derek “Hey, easy! That’s my sister you’re talking about!”
 • Defend Maya (↓ SP ↑ ♥ Derek) 46

 • Agree with the HOTs (↑ SP)

DIK HOUSE

Maya “Would you like to…you know?”
 • To make out with you?
 • To help you? (↑ ♥ Maya)

Maya “Yes.”
 • Yes 47

 • No

Quinn “So, you can listen! I guess you’re just stupid, then.”
 • Stop it (↑ ♥ Maya) 48

 • Let Quinn continue

Tommy “Then go squat on each other’s cocks!”
 • Joke (↑ SP ↑ ♥ DIKs ↓ ♥ Jocks)
 • Keep quiet

Derek “I’ve never seen this many dildos before.”*
 • Joke (↑ SP ↓ ♥ Derek) 49

 • Me neither

MAYA’S DORM

Maya “I was hoping that you wouldn’t notice me and just go to sleep…”
 • Joke (↑ ♥ Maya if your status is NEUTRAL or CHICK; or ↓ ♥ Maya if it’s DIK)
 • Ask why

You “(Not…like she’s using Camila…right?)”
 • Tell her what you know 50

 • Don’t tell her about Quinn

46. Trivial outcome for defending Maya from Melanie and Sarah’s trash-talk.
47. Trivial outcome for volunteering as Maya’s partner for the HOT ritual.
48. Trivial outcome for defending Maya from Quinn’s trash-talk.
49. Trivial outcome for joking with Derek about Maya.
50. Trivial outcome for warning Maya about Quinn and recommending Sage instead.
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Hell Week: Burglary in Alpha Nu Omega
ALPHA NU OMEGA MANSION

Tommy “What about you, maggot? Are you quitting, too?”
 • Yes
 • No, father (↑ ♥ DIKs) 51

Derek “I feel like a secret agent.”
 • Agree
 • Focus

Free roam
Derek “We can get up over here!”
 • Climb up
 • Not ready

Derek “Wanna go first?”
 • Go first
 • Let Derek go first

Take a look at Jill on the right window:
You “Shh!”
 • Watch her (↑ SP)
 • Don’t watch her (↓ SP)

The money found in Jill’s room count as stolen and comes in effect later on the game.
Derek “I think the coast is clear! Are you ready to go?”
 • Yes
 • Not yet

Collect the money in Tybalt’s room (↑ $) and click the moose head to end the free roam:
Derek “Make sexy poses in his bed.”
 • I’ll do it 52

 • You’ll do it

CLASSROOM

English answers (↑ SP if you cheat; or ↓ SP if you don’t; ↑ $ if you bought Magnar’s service)
Three letter words:‐ her – pee – per – rep – see – she
Four letter words:‐ here – hers – peer – reps – seep – seer
Five letter words:‐ peers – sheep – sheer – spree
Six letter words:‐ herpes – sphere

↓ SP if Cathy has already scolded you after clicking on the phone when the class started.
Dad “I love you.”
 • Love you, too (↓ SP)
 • Bye (↑ SP)

51. Trivial outcome for respecting Tommy’s authority.
52. Minor outcome for posing in Tybalt’s room (↑ Hell Week score).
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MAYA’S DORM

Free roam: Your status is updated. Play the Brawler and the Shuffle minigames (↑↑ $). Study English 
and collect the money (↑ $). Play guitar (↑ ♥ Maya) 53.

Chat with Dad:
Dad “I just sent you some money for that train ticket. I hope you didn’t buy it yet.”
 • Don’t worry dad, I already bought it. I’ll send the money back to you. (↓ SP)
 • Don’t worry dad, I already bought it. (↑ $)
 • Thanks, dad! (↑↑ SP ↑ $)

Chat with and call Quinn:
Quinn “Quinn’s restaurant is open for business.”
 • Takeout special 54 (↓↓↓ $)

Talk to Maya to end the free roam:
Maya “I’m thinking about having a movie night or something.”
 • Stay with Maya (↑ ♥ Maya) 55

 • Go to the party

DIKs’ Party With the HOTs
DIK HOUSE

Tommy “Are you banging that ass?”
 • I intend to (↑ ♥ DIKs) 56

 • No

If you won the Drink minigame:
Sarah “Lick it up good.”
 • Do it (↑ ♥ DIKs) 57

 • Pass

If you won the Drink minigame:
Derek “You’re up for it, right?”
 • Go home to Maya (↑ ♥ Derek)
 • Stay and party

If “Stay and party”
Derek “Awesome! So, what are your plans?”
 • Find Sage
 • Find Sarah [if you bought her sexual service]

Otherwise, if you didn’t win the Drink minigame:
Derek “Bro, don’t hate me, but I’m just gonna take off.”
 • Go home to Maya (↑ ♥ Derek)
 • Stay and party with Sage

53. Minor outcome about Maya listening to you play some guitar.
54. Minor outcome for buying Sarah’s sexual service: it unlocks a sex scene during the next party.
55. Trivial outcome for staying with Maya.
56. Trivial outcome for admitting that you intend to have sex with Sage.
57. Trivial outcome for doing the special shot.
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DIK HOUSE PARTY ROOM [if “Stay and party with Sage” or “Find Sage”]

You “(Well…that makes two of us.)”
 • Kiss her 58

 • Leave (↓ SP)

If “Kiss her”:
Sage “Wanna fuck?”
 • Yes (↑ SP) (↑ ♥ Sage if your status is DIK)
 • No (↓ SP)

DIK HOUSE KITCHEN [if “Find Sarah”]

Sex scene with Sarah 59.

MAYA’S DORM [if “Go home to Maya”]

Maya “How was the party?”
 • Tell her about the HOTs 60

 • Don’t tell her about the HOTs

You “I’m drunk and I’m dancing alone. Come join me!”
 • Kiss her
 • Don’t kiss her

Maya “…again.”
 • Why shouldn’t we kiss?
 • Don’t you want to kiss?

If “Kiss her” and your status is not MASSIVE DIK:
Sex scene with Maya 61.

MAYA’S DORM

Maya “Visiting family?”
 • Tell the truth
 • Dodge the question 62

If “Tell the truth”:
Maya “No…I’m not jealous.”
 • Kiss her cheek (↑ ♥ Maya)
 • Don’t kiss her

58. Trivial outcome for kissing Sage during the DIKs party.
59. Trivial outcome for having sex with Sarah.
60. Trivial outcome for telling Maya the HOTs were at the party.
61. Trivial outcome for having sex with Maya.
62. Minor outcome for not telling Maya the truth about the date (↓ ♥ Maya later).
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Josy’s Romantic Diner
MINI-MART

You “(If I recall correctly, she said she preferred flowers.)”
 • Buy chocolate (↓ SP ↓ $)
 • Buy flowers (↓ SP ↓ $)
 • Don’t buy her anything

Steve “Leave me…*sobs*…alone…”
 • Talk to him (↑ CHICK affinity ↓ DIK status max range) 63

 • Walk away (↑ DIK affinity ↓ CHICK status max range)

JOSY’S HOME

You “Hi, great to see you.”
 • Hug
 • Kiss on cheek (↑ ♥ Josy) 64

The relationship with Josy is adjusted according to your present 65:
 • ↑↑ ♥ Josy if you asked her on the phone about it and you bought flowers.
 • ↑ ♥ Josy if you didn’t ask and you bought flowers.
 • ↑ ♥ Josy if you bought chocolate.

You “(She put a lot of effort into this…it’s such a shame that it’s overcooked.)”
 • Compliment food
 • Compliment effort (↑ ♥ Josy) 66

Josy “How could I like that?”
 • Ask about mom
 • Ask about dad

Josy “Is that weird?”
 • Yes
 • No

Josy “Wanna stay the night?”
 • Accept 67

 • Not like this

If “Accept”:
You “Hi…”
 • Compliment her (↑ ♥ Josy if your status is NEUTRAL or CHICK)
 • Don’t push your luck
Sex scene with Josy 68.

Enjoy the third dream scene.

63. Trivial outcome for comforting Steve.
64. Trivial outcome for kissing Josy on the cheek.
65. Trivial outcome for giving a present to Josy.
66. Trivial outcome for complimenting Josy’s effort.
67. Trivial outcome for staying the night with Josy.
68. Major outcome for having sex with Josy.
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MAYA’S DORM

↓ ♥ Maya if you didn’t tell Maya the truth about the date.
Maya “It’s just that it feels a bit awkward…no?”
 • Yeah, it does
 • Not really

Sage “You need to go to the gym, right now!”
 • Joke
 • Ask why

Spy Job
GYM

Receptionist “Are you a freshman?”
 • Check her cleavage (↑ SP)
 • Don’t check her cleavage (↓ SP)

Dawe “What were you doing in there?”
 • Calm approach (↓ SP)
 • Hostile approach (↑ SP)

You “(What do I do?)”
 • Stay and fight [if you beat Dawe] (↑ DIK affinity ↓ CHICK status max range) 69

 • Run away (↑ CHICK affinity ↓ DIK status max range)

SAGE’S DORM

Sage “What the hell happened to you?”
 • Alphas
 • Cute outfit

You “Thanks.”
 • Check her out [if your status is DIK] (↑ SP)
 • Don’t risk it (↓ SP)

Sage “I never liked Dawe.”
 • Mock Dawe (↑ SP ↑ ♥ Sage) 70

 • Don’t mock Dawe (↓ SP)

Sage “You don’t like it?”
 • Stop
 • Kiss her back 71

Sage “I want to know who the bitch is.”
 • Talk her out of it
 • Sympathize

Sage “Will you help me find out who it is?”
 • Yes 72

 • No

69. Minor outcome for fighting the Jocks.
70. Trivial outcome for mocking Dawe with Sage.
71. Trivial outcome for kissing Sage when reporting about Chad’s infidelity.
72. Trivial outcome for helping Sage with Chad.
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Sage “Chad knew that… That’s why he gave it to me.”
 • Be mad with Chad
 • Ask more about Sage

↑ ♥ Sage if your status is DIK.
Sage “Yeah, if you want to.”
 • Yes (↑ ♥ Sage) 73

 • No

CAMPUS

You “(Jill!?)”
 • Look closer (↑ SP)
 • Don’t risk it (↓ SP)

Isabella “Don’t call me Bella.”
 • Hi Bella (↓ ♥ Isabella) 74

 • Hi Isabella

Isabella “And how would you know that?”
 • Compliment them (↑ ♥ Jill) 75

 • Don’t push it

Isabella “You almost got it. Lift your back a bit more.”
 • Look closer (↑ SP)
 • Don’t risk it (↓ SP)

Isabella “Are you watching her?”
 • Yes
 • No

You “(Such a creep…)”
 • Say hey
 • Ignore him

Tybalt “You like running, right?”
 • Joke
 • Let Jill answer

Isabella “Tybalt!? I don’t like that guy.”
 • Me neither (↑ ♥ Isabella)
 • Who do you like?

73. Major outcome for teaching Sage how to play guitar.
74. Trivial outcome for teasing Isabella.
75. Trivial outcome for complimenting Jill.
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Hangover
ISABELLA’S CAR

Isabella “What?”
 • Compliment her (↑ ♥ Isabella) 76

 • Thank her

ISABELLA’S HOME

Free roam: Your status is updated. Play the Brawler and the Shuffle minigames (↑↑ $). Collect the 
money next to the kettle in the kitchen (↑ $).

Chat with Josy.
Chat with Maya.
Chat with Sage.

Click on Isabella’s bedroom door:
You “I can’t look at her when she’s in the bathroom.”
 • Peek (↑ SP ↓ ♥ Isabella) 77

 • Don’t peek (↓ SP)

Clicking on the far right door to end the free roam:‐
You “(Damn…)”
 • Look closer (↑ SP)
 • Don’t look closer (↓ SP)

Isabella “You don’t remember?”
 • I remember
 • It’s foggy

Isabella “About 15 minutes by car from campus.”
 • Ask for a ride (↓ ♥ Isabella if your status is DIK)
 • Walk

ISABELLA’S CAR

Isabella “What for?”
 • Learn about women’s issues (↑ ♥ Isabella)
 • Easy credits

Isabella “Off you go.”
 • Thank her
 • Kiss her 78

CLASSROOM

Student “I need some help with this math problem. Would you help me?”
 • Yes (↓ SP) 79

 • No (↑ SP)

Math answers (↑ SP if you cheat; or ↓ SP if you don’t; ↑ $ if you bought Magnar’s service)
c – a – a – a – c – c – d – d – a – d

76. Trivial outcome for complimenting Isabella.
77. Minor outcome for peeking on Isabella while she is in the bathroom.
78. Major outcome for trying to kiss Isabella.
79. Trivial outcome for helping a student in Cathy’s class.
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Maya “He just shrugs it off…”
 • Sympathize
 • It’s his choice

First Guitar Lesson
SAGE’S DORM [if you are teaching Sage how to play guitar]

You “(Ok, that’s the cheater’s G major…)”
 • Correct her
 • Wait until she’s done

You “(No. That’s an A major. Her fingering is good.)”
 • Correct her
 • Wait until she’s done

If “Correct her”:
Sage “How’s yours?”
 • Flirt (↑ ♥ Sage) 80

 • Stay focused

Sage “I think your major D is poking me.”
 • Kiss her 81

 • Don’t take it further

If “Kiss her”:
Sex scene with Sage 82.

CLASSROOM

Gender Studies answers (↑ SP if you cheat; or ↓ SP if you don’t; ↑ $ if you bought Magnar’s service)
Chocolate – 5 – 3 – Diet orange – Fries – Whiskers – Lemons – 0 – 5 years – Blue shirt with white dots

Jade “What do you think of this class this far?”
 • Positive response
 • Negative response

Jade “…back and forth.”
 • Flirt 83

 • Don’t flirt

AUDITORIUM

You “(Hm…I think she’s still uncomfortable…)”
 • Ask her about the song
 • Apologize and leave

Episode 2 ending: Your status is updated.

80. Trivial outcome for flirting with Sage.
81. Trivial outcome for kissing Sage during the first guitar lesson.
82. Trivial outcome about Quinn catching you and Sage having sex.
83. Trivial outcome for flirting with Jade.
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Episode 3 – 100%

MALL

You “Hm…”
 • Agree
 • Disagree

Derek “You think that’s a bad idea?”
 • Yes 84

 • No

DIK HOUSE

Tommy “So? Who wants it first?”
 • I do [if your affinity is DIK or NEUTRAL] (↑ SP ↑ ♥ DIKs)
 • Not me [if your affinity is NEUTRAL or CHICK] (↓ SP) 85

Derek “You’d be fucking two birds with one stone.”
 • I’ll try 86

 • No way

HOT HOUSE

Sarah “Quinn has been given the task to prepare your lists for later.”
 • Check out Riona and Camila
 • Check out Heather and Quinn
 • Check out Sarah and Melanie
 • Continue

Fight With Chad and Rescue by Jill
JILL’S DORM

Jill “What just happened out there?”
 • Joke
 • Just tell her

Jill “Are the tri alphas bullying you?”‐
 • Yes
 • No

Jill “Yeah. I’ve been watching you.”
 • That’s nice
 • That’s creepy

If you are not wearing the dildo helmet:
Jill “Well… Good night.”
 • Turn your head
 • Don’t move

You “(She’s really using my hand…to get her off in her sleep!)”
 • Remove hand (↓ SP)
 • Move your hand a bit (↑ SP) 87

84. Trivial outcome for turning Derek away from Camila.
85. Minor outcome for wearing the dildo helmet while meeting Jill: it denies a lewd scene later.
86. Trivial outcome about agreeing to have sex with Jade.
87. Trivial outcome for cuddling with Jill.
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Jill “Good morning.”
 • Compliment her outfit (↑ ♥ Jill if your status is NEUTRAL or CHICK)
 • Good morning

Tybalt “…”
 • Tease him (↑ SP ↓ ♥ Preps)
 • Greet him (↓ SP)

COUNSELOR’S OFFICE

Stephen “Jill told us that you’re a victim of bullying and physical violence. Is that correct?”
 • Agree
 • Disagree

Stephen “But this student, Chad, he assaulted you last night?”
 • Yes
 • No (↓ ♥ Jill)

Jade “Being a student here at B&R isn’t a right, it’s a privilege.”
 • Peek (↑ SP)
 • Don’t risk it (↓ SP)

Stephen “…and consider yourself lucky that we’re not going to revoke your scholarship.”
 • Defend Chad 88

 • Stay quiet

Jill “Don’t be mad…”
 • Discuss
 • Leave

If “Discuss”:
Jill “Then tell me! Why was it?”
 • Go easy on her
 • Be harsh (↓ ♥ Jill) 89

MAYA’S DORM

Maya “He was here this morning dropping your beer off.”
 • Peek (↑ SP)
 • Don’t risk it (↓ SP)

Maya “That tuition…it changes everything.”
 • Offer to help her (↑ ♥ Maya) 90

 • Don’t offer your help

Free roam: Your status is updated. Play the Brawler and the Shuffle minigames (↑↑ $). Study Math and 
collect the money (↑ $). Drink beers 91.

Chat with Derek.
Chat with Josy.
Chat with Sage if you agreed on teaching her to play guitar.

88. Trivial outcome for defending Chad in the counselor’s office.
89. Trivial outcome for scolding Jill.
90. Major outcome for helping Maya with the HOT evaluation: it unlocks a sex scene later.
91. Minor outcome for drinking beers (↑ Hell Week score).
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Comment Jill’s cluck:
Jill “I spent some time in the sun before yoga with Bella.”
 • Let’s practice yoga together again sometime. I enjoyed last time! (↓ SP ↑ ♥ Jill)
 • Stalker alert. (↑ SP ↓ ♥ Preps)*

Comment Rusty’s cluck:
Rusty “I found my maggot son outdoors drinking with a ‘buddy’. […] That is if he passes Hell Week.”
 • Hey, Moose Father! You better not share any of your 50 beer with that deer. (↑ ♥ Derek)
 • I’ll personally chop that ball off for you. There’s no way I’m failing! (↑ SP ↑ ♥ DIKs)

Read Riona’s cluck.
Comment Maya’s cluck:

Maya “Trying out a new hairstyle today.”
 • At least she could afford an entire haircut. Why did your barber stop at 50%? (↑ SP)
 • Beautiful! (↓ SP ↑ ♥ Maya)

Talk to Maya to end the free roam.
DIK HOUSE

Derek “Nice one!”
 • Wear the dildo helmet
 • Let Derek keep it

Getting Bella’s Good Opinion
CAFETERIA

Isabella “And a coffee, please.”
 • Pay for her meal (↓ SP ↓↓ $)
 • Don’t pay

Previous actions determines a score for Isabella’s opinion about you:
 ☑ You tried to kiss her: +1
 ☑ You peek on her when she was in the bathroom: −1
 ☑ You payed for her meal: +1
 ☑ You insulted Beth, the cafeteria worker: −1
 ☑ You beat up Troy: −2
 ☑ You succeed in both English and Math tests: +1
 ☑ You are wearing the dildo helmet: −1
If the total is positive, Isabella likes you (↑↑ ♥ Isabella) 92.
Otherwise, if the total is negative, she doesn’t like you (↓ ♥ Isabella) 93.

Isabella “Share it with me and I’ll share something about Derek’s reputation.”
 • Joke
 • Just tell her

If you are wearing the dildo helmet:
Cathy “I know we give fraternity hazing some leeway but running naked through a mall is not ok!”
 • Tell them it was Derek
 • Stay silent

Jade “Yes! How are you?”
 • Place a hand on her thigh (↑ SP) 94

 • Do nothing (↓ SP)

92. Major outcome about Isabella liking you: she will recommend Jill to date you.
93. Major outcome about Isabella not liking you: she won’t recommend Jill to date you.
94. Trivial outcome for flirting again with Jade.
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CLASSROOM

Math answers (↑ SP if you cheat; or ↓ SP if you don’t; ↑ $ if you bought Magnar’s service)
b – a – a – b – c – d – b – d – a – d

Derek “… Sorry about that text.”
 • Don’t worry (↑ ♥ Derek)
 • That was stupid

If “That was stupid”:
Derek “And!?”
 • It was hot (↑ ♥ Derek)
 • Fuck you

Derek “I’m gonna have to do it all by myself, huh?”
 • Do it (↑ SP) 95

 • Let Derek do it (↓ SP)

CAMPUS

Rusty “It sounds like you’re waiting for someone to show up.”
 • Yes
 • No

Tommy “Apparently not.”
 • Pry 96

 • Leave it alone

If you purchased sexual services from Quinn at least two times, she proposes you a threesome to 
attend at the end of the episode 97.

Second Guitar Lesson
SAGE’S DORM [if you are teaching Sage how to play guitar]

Sage “He really beat you up?”
 • Focus on the fight
 • Focus on Sage (↑ ♥ Sage)

Sage “That guy has lost all fucking interest in me.”
 • I’m here for you
 • Forget about him

If you didn’t kiss her during the first guitar lesson:
Sage “Only for teaching purposes?”
 • Yes
 • No 98

If “No” or if you kissed her previously:
Sage “…it’s me being horny. Are you ok with that?”
 • It’s just me being horny, too (↑ ♥ Sage)
 • We’ll see what happens (↓ ♥ Sage)

95. Minor outcome for making a prank to Dawe (↑ Hell Week score).
96. Trivial outcome for learning about Tommy’s concern about Josy.
97. Minor outcome for Quinn proposing a threesome.
98. Major outcome for rejecting Sage.
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Sage “Do you prefer it when a girl takes control or when you have the control?”
 • To give up control 99

 • To have control
Sex scene with Sage.

Two conditions are required in order to become Sage’s sex friend 100:
 ☑ You are teaching Sage how to play guitar.
 ☑ You didn’t reject her.
Otherwise, Sage will ignore you from now on.

Hell Week: Trials at The Pink Rose
THE PINK ROSE

Derek “So, you’re not up to it?”
 • Party without limits (↑ DIK affinity ↓ CHICK status max range) 101

 • Let Derek do the DIK stuff (↑ CHICK affinity ↓ DIK status max range)

Free roam: Collect the money near the sofa (↑ $) and talk to Jacob to receive more (↑↑ $) 102. Tommy 
buys you a lap dance with either Brandi, Lily or Rose if you have at least 5 ♥ DIKs. Rusty may give you 
money (↑↑↑↑↑ $) but all your remaining pocket money is removed when you will leave the club.
Talk to Nick:

Nick “It sucks, but such is life.”
 • Cheer him up
 • Buy him a lap dance (↓ $) 103

Click on Brandy:
Brandi “Hi, sugar. I’m Brandi, with an ‘I’.”
 • Watch her dance
 • Lap dance [if “Party without limits”] (↓ $)
 • Leave

If “Watch her dance”:
 • Grab her tits [if your status is DIK] (↑ SP)
 • Suck on her toes (↑ SP)
 • Just watch her dance

Click on Envy:
Derek “I’m just glad your name isn’t gluttony.”
 • Laugh at Derek’s joke (↑ ♥ Derek)
 • Get rid of Derek

If “Get rid of Derek”:
Envy “That’s not what you’re really talking to me for?”
 • Ask to get cock signed
 • Ask for a private dance [if “Party without limits”]
 • Leave

99. Trivial outcome for giving up control during sex with Sage.
100. Major outcome for becoming Sage’s sex friend.
101. Minor outcome for partying without limits at The Pink Rose: it unlocks a sex scene with Envy in episode 3 and 

another with Rose in episode 4.
102. Trivial outcome for receiving money from Jacob.
103. Trivial outcome for buying Nick a lap dance.
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If “Ask for a private dance”:
Envy “…but I’ll make it worth the money.”
 • Pay (↓↓↓↓ $)
 • Decline

If “Pay”:
Envy “Yeah…extra… Just ask what you want me to do…”
 • Blowjob
 • Anal [if your status is HUGE DIK]
 • No, thanks

If “Blowjob” or “Anal”:
Sex scene with Envy 104 105.

Click on Lily:
Lily “Wanna party, baby?”
 • Watch her dance
 • Lap dance [if “Party without limits”] (↓ $)
 • I can’t afford it [if “Party without limits”] (↑ ♥ Derek)
 • Leave

If “Watch her dance” and “Party without limits”:
 • Put a finger in her [if your status is DIK] (↑↑ SP)
 • Squeeze her ass (↑ SP)
 • Just watch her dance

If “Put a finger in her”:
 • Ass 106

 • Pussy

Click on Rose:
Rose “Hey, sexy. Looking for some fun?”
 • Watch her dance
 • Lap dance [if “Party without limits”] (↓ $)
 • Leave

If “Watch her dance”:
 • Squeeze her tit (↑ SP)
 • Just watch her dance

If “Lap dance”:
 • Suck on her tits (↑ SP)
 • Feel her pussy (↑ SP)
 • Just let her dance

Talk again to Tommy to end the free roam.
Strippers’ names

Brandi – Rose – Lily – Envy (↑ SP if “Old boobs”)

104. Minor outcome for Envy signing your penis (↑ Hell Week score).
105. Major outcome for having sex with Envy.
106. Minor outcome for getting slapped by Lily (↑ Hell Week score).
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Strippers’ breasts attributes
Lily: small – perky – tiny – cute and firm – have an edge – pretty tight – very smooth
Rose: big – amazing – almost too big for my hands – great and firm – so tight –

muscular – heavy
Brandi: large – enormous – really heavy – gigantic and soft – a bit saggy – smooth – 

perfect for a titjob
Envy: of medium size – not too big or too small – pretty standard – perfect for my hands 

and not that smooth – a bit saggy – just delightful – probably fake

MAYA’S DORM

You “I…uh…”
 • Tell her about Maya
 • Find some place else to stay (↓ ♥ Josy) 107

A Flirtatious Study Session
LIBRARY

Study English then Math.
You “(What’s with her?)”
 • Check her out (↑ SP)
 • Don’t check her out (↓ SP)

You “(She’s pretty cute when she’s reading.)”
 • Flirt with your feet (↑ ♥ Jill) 108

 • Keep studying

Magnar “Use your imagination!”
 • Greet the party
 • I spank Sally [if your status is HUGE DIK]
 • Flirt with Jill [if your status is HUGE CHICK]

Magnar “Come on, use your imagination!”
 • I attack
 • I protect the elf
 • I spank Sally [if your status is HUGE DIK]

BATHROOM

Mona “Now, where did we land on getting those pair of underwear?”
 • Sure 109

 • Nope

If “Sure”:
Camila “*Whispers* Yeah, whatever!”
 • Give them the underwear
 • Call Camila out

If “Call Camila out”:
Camila “Almost…”
 • Tell her off
 • Show me yours [if your status is HUGE DIK] (↑ SP)

107. Trivial outcome for telling Josy to find another dorm.
108. Trivial outcome for flirting with Jill.
109. Minor outcome for helping Mona and Camila with the HOT evaluation.
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If “Show me yours”:
 • Stop
 • Continue (↑ SP)

If “Continue”:
Sex scene with Mona and Camila 110.

CLASSROOM

English answers (↑ SP if you cheat; or ↓ SP if you don’t; ↑ $ if you bought Magnar’s service)
Three letter words:‐ act – ant – can – cat – gin – git – nag – nit – tag – tic – tan – tin
Four letter words:‐ agin – anti – cant – inca – gain – gait – gnat – tang – ting
Five letter words:‐ acing – actin – antic – giant
Six letter words:‐ acting

Derek “They are either dry or wet. Am I right?”
 • Agree
 • Disagree

Derek “You know…the really red and big ones.”
 • Whose were they?
 • Clown’s lips?

Derek “What’s your favorite kind of vagina?”
 • The shaven one
 • The hairy one
 • No preferences

You “(She isn’t letting go. Is she crazy!?)”
 • Take it further (↑ DIK affinity ↓ CHICK status max range) 111

 • Stop her (↑ CHICK affinity ↓ DIK status max range)

If “Take it further”:
Jade “What do you think a biological male identifying as a female should be called? Male or 
female?”
 • Male
 • Female

DIK HOUSE

Derek “Wanna wear the helmet?”
 • Wear helmet
 • Don’t wear it

110. Minor outcome for having sex with Mona and Camila.
111. Major outcome for taking further with Jade: it unlocks a sex scene in episode 4.
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Sneaking Into Jill’s Dorm
ALPHA NU OMEGA MANSION

Free roam: Enter the mansion through the left window and head to the right before backtracking from 
the outside. The left hallway is now clear.

Jill “Huh? I’m surprised they let you in.”
 • Be honest 112

 • Hide the truth

You “(And I can’t really focus standing this close to her…)”
 • Check her out (↑ SP)
 • Don’t risk it (↓ SP)

Jill “I’m not a performer.”
 • Check her out (↑ SP)
 • Don’t check her out (↓ SP)

You “Bye…”
 • Be a DIK (↑ SP ↓ ♥ Preps)
 • Be a CHICK (↓ SP)

You “(Hm…why was it that I asked her out like that?)”
 • Because of Jill 113

 • Because of Tybalt

You “(…and recommended me to Jill?)” [if Isabella likes you]
 • Go see Bella
 • Ignore Bella

If “Go see Bella”:
Makeout with Isabella 114.

MAYA’S DORM

Free roam: Play the Brawler and the Shuffle minigames (↑↑ $). Study English.

Chat with Jill:
[…]
Jill “Me too. Tybalt is a bit…overprotective.”
 • We’ll make up for it on our date.

Chat with Quinn.

Read Cathy’s cluck.
Read Sage’s cluck.
Comment Quinn’s cluck:

Quinn “Spending some quality time with my daughter. […] Maya has a special task to complete […].”
 • […] Maya is indeed hot, but there’s no need to put yourself down like that. (↑ SP ↑ ♥ Maya)
 • I believe in you! Go Maya! (↓ SP ↑ ♥ Maya)

Talk to Maya to end the free roam:
 • Stay with Maya
 • Go to Quinn’s dorm [if Quinn proposed a threesome]
 • Not ready yet

112. Trivial outcome for being honest with Jill.
113. Trivial outcome for being interested in Jill.
114. Major outcome for making out with Isabella.
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If “Stay with Maya”:
Sex scene with Maya 115 if you are helping her with the HOT evaluation; you get to play with her 
pussy with at least 15 ♥ Maya.

If “Go to Quinn’s dorm”:
QUINN’S BEDROOM

Quinn “Do you like Riona’s tits?”
 • Just how I like them
 • Too small (↑ SP)
Sex scene with Riona and Quinn 116.

Episode 3 ending: Your status is updated.

115. Major outcome for having sex with Maya.
116. Trivial outcome for having sex with Riona and Quinn.
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Episode 4 – When Worlds Collide

New Accommodations

Decide who you are going to stay with after moving out from Maya’s dormitory. Some of the 
choices might be locked depending on your previous actions:

• Derek is always available; the dedicated sections are annotated [DEREK].
• Sage is available if you teach her to play guitar; the dedicated sections are annotated [SAGE].
• Isabella is available if you made out with her; the dedicated sections are annotated [ISABELLA].

DEREK’S DORM [DEREK]

Derek “And that’s ok.”
 • Agree
 • Fuck you
 • Punch him (↑ SP)

Derek “Go ahead! Try to insult me.”
 • Mean insult
 • Really mean insult
 • Don’t insult him (↓ SP)

Derek “But your strategy of storming out…nah. Not for me.”
 • I overreacted 117

 • I didn’t overreact

Derek “Do you see yourself as the relationship type of guy?”
 • Yeah 118

 • Not really

HOT HOUSE [SAGE]

Sage “She just knows what needs to be done and then she does it.”
 • That’s nice
 • And you like that?

Sage “Ashley…Ashley…”
 • Tall girl, blond hair?
 • Short girl, red hair? (↑ ♥ Sage)

You “And Lily…um…”
 • The Pink Rose (↓ ♥ Sage)
 • The DIKs know her (↑ ♥ Sage)
 • I don’t know her 119

Sage “Yeah. Do you like her or something?”
 • Yes
 • No
 • How do you mean?

[DEREK] This section is available only if Derek is accommodating you.
[SAGE] This section is available only if Sage is accommodating you.
[ISABELLA] This section is available only if Isabella is accommodating you.
117. Trivial outcome for admitting an overreaction.
118. Trivial outcome for telling Derek that you see yourself as a relationship kind of guy.
119. Trivial outcome for lying to Sage about Lily.
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If “How do you mean?”:
Sage “You know… Like her, like her.”
 • Yes 120

 • No

Sage “What I’m trying to say is…chat her up if you’re interested.”
 • I’ll think about it
 • Decline
 • I’m more interested in you

If “I’m more interested in you”:
Sage “Sorry… I’m taken. You know that.”
 • We almost fucked (↓ ♥ Sage) 121

 • I was just saying

Elena “Who are you doing here?”
 • Sage
 • No one
 • You interested? 122

Quinn “A lover’s spat between Ken doll and Barbie?”
 • Eat shit (↓ ♥ Sage) 123

 • That joke is getting old
 • Say nothing

If “That joke is getting old”:
Quinn “Which part of it? Me insinuating that you two are dolls that I can play with or that Maya 
looks like a bimbo?”
 • Mock her
 • Recite the HOT code

Sarah “Your buddies will be happy to hear that, huh?”
 • Leave me out of this
 • He deserved it

You “(I can’t believe I’m stripping naked in here again.)”
 • Call out
 • Don’t call out

You “(Oh…)”
 • Warn them
 • Don’t warn them

If “Warn them”:
Melanie “Haha! Was that an invite?”
 • Ask for privacy
 • Be confident [if your affinity is DIK or NEUTRAL]

If “Ask for privacy”:
Melanie “Yeah! What did you do to earn that?”
 • I teach her to play guitar
 • None of your business (↑ SP)

120. Trivial outcome for telling Sage that you like Quinn.
121. Trivial outcome for being too blunt with Sage.
122. Trivial outcome for flirting with Elena.
123. Trivial outcome for insulting Quinn in front of Sage.
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If “Be confident”:
Melanie “*Whispers* I hope you don’t mind some company.”
 • Leave (↓↓ SP)
 • Go for it (↑↑ SP)

If “Go for it”:
Sarah “I fail to understand why Sage would let you stay here.”
 • I teach her to play guitar
 • None of your business (↑ SP)
Sex scene with Melanie 124.

ISABELLA’S HOME [ISABELLA]

Isabella “Do you feel like you overreacted?”
 • Yes 125

 • No

Isabella “I can’t deny that she might have been in that situation, if she ever had found two guys to fall
for.”
 • She didn’t?
 • Thanks

You “(Oh…?)”
 • Look at her tits (↑ SP)
 • Don’t risk it

 • Stroke her cheek
 • Say good morning

CAMPUS [SAGE] [ISABELLA]

Derek “You need a hug.”
 • Hug him (↓ SP ↑ ♥ Derek)
 • Maybe it’s you who needs a hug (↓ SP ↑ ♥ Derek)
 • Leave him hanging (↑ SP)

Derek “Wanna wear the helmet?”
 • Yes
 • No

CLASSROOM

Camila “Did something happen?”
 • Nothing
 • None of your business (↑ SP)

If you helped Mona and Camila with the HOT evaluation:
You “I’m sure that would help with something…but nothing for my list.” or “No, it would have to be 
the real deal…”
 • Sex outdoors 126

 • Slap me 127

 • Continue

124. Trivial outcome for having sex with Melanie.
125. Trivial outcome for admitting an overreaction.
126. Minor outcome for talking with Camilla about sex outdoors: it unlocks a sex scene in episode 5.
127. Minor outcome for asking Mona to slap you (↑ Hell Week score).
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English answers (↑ SP if you cheat; or ↓ SP if you don’t; ↑ $ if you bought Magnar’s service)
Three letter words:‐ leo – eon – one – son – sos
Four letter words:‐ eons – lens – less – lone – lose – loss – noel – nose – ones – sole – sons
Five letter words:‐ loses – noels – noses – soles
Six letter words:‐ lesson

LIBRARY

Magnar “…for $$.”
 • Pay for it (↓↓ $) 128

 • Don’t pay for it (↑ ♥ Nerds if your affinity is NEUTRAL or CHICK)

ISABELLA’S HOME [ISABELLA]

You “(Holy hell!)”
 • Compliment her (↓ ♥ Isabella if your status is DIK)
 • Don’t compliment her

DEREK’S DORM – SAGE’S DORM – ISABELLA’S HOME

Free roam: Your status is updated. The section differs depending on who is accommodating you. Play 
the Brawler and the Shuffle minigames (↑↑ $). Study Gender Studies and drink beers 129. Don’t forget to
play guitar 130.

Call Sage if you are her sex friend [ISABELLA] [DEREK] 131.
Chat with Jill:

Jill “Of course. I’m here if you need to talk about it.”
 • I really appreciate that. I’m here for you as well, if you ever need me. (↑ ♥ Jill)

Chat with Josy.

Comment your cluck [DEREK]:
You “Don’t mind me, I’m just trying out some of Derek’s clothes.”
 • I need some time to think.
 • Get a room already! (↑ SP)
 • If this is what’s in your drawers, I understand why you don’t wear a shirt.

Read Sage’s cluck [SAGE].
Read Camila’s cluck [ISABELLA] [DEREK].
Read Tybalt’s cluck.
Comment Dawe’s cluck:

Dawe “We don’t skip leg day at this gym! […] That’s how a Tri-Alpha president should look!”
 • Is it just me or does it look like Anthony is giving head to Dawe in the mirror? (↑ SP)
 • Yep, it does. Did you read what Anthony wrote, too? (↑ SP)

128. Minor outcome for giving Magnar a wedgie.
129. Minor outcome for drinking beers (↑ Hell Week score).
130. Minor outcome about Isabella listening to you play some guitar (↑ ♥ Isabella later).
131. Minor outcome for being invited to the HOT movie night: it unlocks a sex scene with Sage. You are 

automatically invited if she is accommodating you 
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Swype up the five girls.
Chat with Ida and choose whatever answers.
Chat with Cathy:

C. “Hey.”
 • Hey, C. How are you doing?
C. “I’m ok.”
 • Great… Me too.
C. “Good.”
 • I read your profile… I liked it.
C. “What part did you like about it?”
 • The texting and sexting part. I found it very hot!
C. “Good, because that’s the way we would do this…if we choose to do it.”
 • Great, I’m in.
C. “Ok, I think I’ll give you a chance. But to prove that this isn’t a joke to you, you’ll have to start.”
 • Ok. Tell me how I should start.
C. “Show me a picture of it.”
 • Send a picture
C. “Mmm… Good boy. Is that really yours?”
 • Yeah, of course it’s mine.
C. “Great. […] I will make sure that everyone who matters in your life will see that picture.”
 • Don’t worry. I can keep a secret.
C. “That’s a very good boy. Now that it’s out of our way, the fun can start.”
 • Great. Now will you show me something?

Chat with Catrin:
Catrin “How tall are you?”
 • I’m over 6 feet. How about you?
Catrin “I’m 5 8 . It’s so fucking irritating to date midgets. So many on here lie about their height.”′ ″
 • Is it really that bad?
Catrin “[…] First time I meet them IRL it’s over.”
 • Unless they walk around in heels.
Catrin “LOL! Then we would have a different fucking problem!”
 • You’re from New York, right? How’s it like there?
Catrin “Yeah, I miss that place. […] Over here you’re lucky to find a hot dog stand past 10 pm.”
 • Who eats hot dogs at 10 pm.?
Catrin “Oh, right. You weren’t old enough to drink. That sucks.”
 • Legally, yeah. But I still drink. We should party together.

Chat with Ellie:
Ellie “Show me what you got!”
 • I’ll show you mine if you show me yours.
Ellie “Very funny! […] you couldn’t handle mine.”
 • I could handle yours. You’re what? A B cup?
Ellie “Um, no? Try D cup.”
 • You couldn’t fill a D cup.
Ellie “Check again!”
 • Doesn’t look like a D cup to me. Is it a push up bra?‐

Ellie “No, it’s not a push up bra! ‐ […] Those are totally D cup breasts!”‐
 • Show me them without a bra and I’ll check again.
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Chat with Nicole:
Nicole “Well, look who it is…”
 • Right back at you. So, it’s Nicole, huh?
Nicole “Yes, it is. […] I was hesitant to swipe up on you.”
 • Why is that?
Nicole “There are many reasons. […] I have a child and you’re in college.”
 • I don’t mind the age gap. […] I wanted to know more about you. That’s it.
Nicole “Great! You seem way more mature than men my age. And, believe me, I’ve been looking.”
 • Thanks. I just try to be me.
Nicole “Keep doing it! It’s working…at least with me.”
 • Whatever you’re doing is working for me, too, Nicole.
Nicole “Thanks, honey. You seem like a great guy, too. […] Even so, that’s a winner in my book!”
 • I wouldn’t mind doing that again with you sometime […].
Nicole “Damn it, Nicole… […] It was supposed to be for meeting someone to build a future with.”
 • Why can’t it be both?
Nicole “[…] we could continue this topic another time when we’re in bed and a bit more 
comfortable?”
 • You’re gonna leave me just like that? What am I going to do now? You got me hard…

DEREK’S DORM HALLWAY [DEREK]

Click on the button on the vending machine to get money (↑ $).
Click on the student on the left side:

Student “Yeah, I do. But I don’t like the staff here.”
 • Join the chess club 132

 • Don’t join the chess club
↑↑ $ if you gave him money in episode 1.

Click on Bert and Eugene:
Bert “What’s it to you?”
 • Tell them off (↑ SP ↓ ♥ Nerds)
 • Be careful (↓ SP)
 • Whatever

Click on Ron:
You “(What a pervert…)”
 • Push him (↑ SP)
 • Leave

132. Trivial outcome for advising the student to join the chess club.
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HOT HOUSE [SAGE]

Enter Quinn’s bedroom 133:
Quinn “Gonna tell me what you’re doing in here?”
 • Wanted to talk
 • Just looking around

Quinn “Now, are you gonna release me or start moving those hips?”
 • Release her (↓ SP)
 • Move hips (↑ SP)

If “Move hips”:
Quinn “Plus, I have shit to do.”
 • Give me something [if your affinity is DIK]
 • Fine

If “Give me something”:
Quinn “*Whispers* Stay completely still.”
 • Kiss her
 • Be still

Meet Riona in the backyard.
Enter the showers:

Mona “Can you help us?”
 • Sure (↑ SP) 134

 • Ask someone else (↓ SP)

If “Sure”:
Mona “How’s this pose?”
 • Arch your backs more
 • Put your asses closer together

If “Arch your backs more”:
Camila “Like this?”
 • Look closer (↑ SP)
 • Take picture

Enter the living room, take the key and click on Heather:
You “(She’s sleeping and her blanket fell down.)”
 • Look closer
 • Put blanket on her 135

 • Leave

If “Look closer”:
 • Put blanket on her (↑ SP) 135

 • Leave

If “Put a blanket on her” and your affinity is DIK:
Click on Heather’s bedroom door:
You “(What’s that sound?)”
 • Put ear against door
 • Leave (↓ SP)

133. Trivial outcome for entering Quinn’s bedroom.
134. Trivial outcome for taking a photo of Mona and Camila.
135. Trivial outcome for putting a blanket on Heather.
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If “Put ear against door”:
You “(I can hear her moaning! Is she having sex with Tommy?)”
 • Peek (↑↑ SP) 136

 • Leave (↓ SP)

Enter the sauna:
Sarah “Are we embarrassing you?”
 • Nope
 • Leave (↓ SP)

If “Nope”:
Sarah “Does it look like any of us did?”
 • Remove towel (↑ SP) 137

 • Tease her [if your status is DIK] (↑ SP)
 • Leave (↓ SP)

If “Tease her”:
Sarah “I want to see your dick.”
 • Remove towel (↑ SP) 137

 • Deny her

If “Remove towel”:
Lily “How does that feel for you?”
 • It feels good
 • You’re just gonna grind me?

Melanie “Maya would have done it.”
 • She wouldn’t (↓ SP)
 • Stay silent (↑ SP) 138

Enter the pool:
You “Hey!”
 • Above surface turn
 • Underwater flip turn

If “Above surface turn”:
Sage “I told you that you would lose!”
 • Congratulations
 • You cheated

Click on Sage’s bed to end the free roam.

136. Trivial outcome for peeking on Heather when she is in her bedroom.
137. Trivial outcome for letting Lily grind on you.
138. Trivial outcome for licking Ashley.
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ISABELLA’S HOME [ISABELLA]

Enter the kitchen, take the watering and ask Isabella by the pool for tips on watering plants. Do the 
minigame 139. Enter the study room and take the dishes 140. Click on the sport bag in order to change 
into swim trunks then join the host:

Isabella “Yes. And I already put it on, so keep it in your pants.”
 • You missed a spot
 • I asked for me

Isabella “Do you understand the concept of a tan?”
 • Lecture her
 • Of course

Isabella “I’ll tell you what. Let me just get 10 minutes on my back and I’ll join you for a swim.”
 • Help her with sunblock 141

 • Don’t help her

If “Help her with sunblock”:
Isabella “Here. Only on my back, ok?”
Correct sequence (↑↑ ♥ Isabella; or ↑ ♥ Isabella if you forget the ass; or ↓ ♥ Isabella if you fail)
Back – Arms – Ass – Done

Isabella “I don’t want to get my hair wet.”
 • Splash her (↑ ♥ Isabella) 142

 • Don’t splash her

You “Sorry.”
 • Take it further 143

 • Stop

If “Take it further”:
Sex scene with Isabella 144.

The relationship with Isabella is adjusted according to your score in the watering minigame:
• ↑↑ ♥ Isabella for a score of at least 9 points.
• ↑ ♥ Isabella for a score between 5 and 9 points.
• ↓ ♥ Isabella for a score less than 5 points.

You also gain ↑ ♥ Isabella if you washed the dishes.
Finally, if you played guitar,↑ ♥ Isabella is granted at the end of the section.

Isabella “…when it comes to students.”
 • She’s nice to me
 • Do you like her?

If you took it further with her previously:
Isabella “It’s not something Jill should know about or prevent you two from dating.”
 • Make a move on her (↑ ♥ Isabella)
 • If you say so

Do two study sessions.

139. Trivial outcome for watering the plants.
140. Trivial outcome for cleaning the dishes.
141. Trivial outcome for helping Isabella put on sunblock.
142. Trivial outcome for splashing Isabella in the pool.
143. Trivial outcome for making a move on Isabella in the pool.
144. Major outcome for having sex with Isabella.
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Movie Night
HOT HOUSE [if you are Sage’s sex friend and you called her earlier]

Sage “…or have me sitting on his cock in my panties and bra?”
 • Right call (↑ ♥ Sage)
 • Should have shaken me

Sage “It will make the movie so much better.”
 • Drink 145

 • Don’t drink

If “Drink”:
You “The ugliest ass…”
 • Elena – Sarah – Melanie – Riona – Quinn – Mona – Camila – Ashley – Lily – Heather 146

 • I like all of them (↓ SP)

Sage “What about the hottest ass?”
 • Elena – Sarah – Melanie – Riona – Quinn – Mona – Camila – Ashley – Lily – Heather 147

 • I don’t wanna play (↓ SP)

Sage “Hey…”
 • Hold her hand 148

 • Don’t hold her hand (↓ ♥ Sage)

If “Hold her hand”:
Sage “*Whispers* Here. It would be pretty bad if they saw this.”
 • Put hand inside panties 149

 • Just hold her hand

If “Put hand inside panties”
Sage “Haha, yeah don’t do that.”
 • Do it (↑ ♥ Sage) 150

 • Don’t do it

Sage “*Spits*”
 • Grab her ass (↑ SP)
 • Don’t grab her ass (↓ SP)

Sage “Do you like that?”
 • Yes 151

 • No
Sex scene with Sage 152.

145. Trivial outcome for drinking with Sage.
146. Trivial outcome about the vote for the ugliest ass.
147. Minor outcome about the vote for the hottest ass.
148. Trivial outcome for holding Sage’s hand.
149. Trivial outcome for turning on Sage.
150. Trivial outcome for being goofy with Sage.
151. Trivial outcome for telling Sage that you like daring sex.
152. Trivial outcome for having sex with Sage.
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THE PINK ROSE [DEREK]

Free roam: Collect the money under the table (↑ $) and near the cage (↑ $). Talk to Derek. Talk to 
Brandi and watch her dance.
Talk to Envy:

If she rejected you on Swyper:
 • Hi, Envy!
 • Hey, Nicole! (↑ SP)

Otherwise, if you succeed with her on Swyper, she offers you a lap dance:
Envy “There’s something about it that really gets me going.”
 • Ask about sexting
 • Ask about dating

Talk to Tommy:
Tommy “And having her join the HOTs, it just makes me feel…”
 • Angry?
 • Horny?

Talk to Rusty:
Sandy “How about it?”
 • Lap dance (↑ SP)
 • No, thanks (↓↓ SP)

Talk to Rose to end the free roam:
If your affinity is DIK or NEUTRAL and you picked “Party without limits” previously:

Rose “Want a private dance before I head into the cage?”
 • Pay (↑ SP ↓↓↓ $)
 • Short on cash (↓ $)
 • No thanks

If “Short on cash” and you had sex with Envy:
Rose “I’m not supposed to do this, but I can lower the price a bit for you.”
 • Pay (↑ SP ↓ $)
 • Short on cash

If “Pay”:
Rose “You don’t do this a lot, do you?”
 • Not a lot
 • It’s not my first time
Sex scene with Rose 153.

Derek “It’s a good one, right?”
 • Tell him about Cathy 154

 • Don’t tell him

If “Tell him about Cathy”:
Derek “*Whispers* It’s gotta be her.”
 • Agree
 • Disagree
 • Joke

153. Trivial outcome for having sex with Rose.
154. Trivial outcome for telling Derek that Cathy is using Swyper.
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CLASSROOM

Math answers (↑ SP if you cheat; or ↓ SP if you don’t; ↑ $ if you bought Magnar’s service)
b – d – a – d – b – a – c – b – d – a

Gender Studies answers (↑ SP if you cheat; or ↓ SP if you don’t; ↑ $ if you bought Magnar’s service)
Karen Rebecca Johnson – Conflicts or dogs – 7 years – Cows – Librarian – Your mom – 
19 years and 2 months – Two years – 44 dB – History and Latin

If you took it further with Jade in episode 3:
Jade “What did she do? Maya, correct?”
 • She kept things from me
 • I don’t want to talk about it

Jade “You and I already have one secret to keep.”
 • Make a move on her 155

 • Leave

155. Major outcome for making a move on Jade.
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Tennis Match and After-match
CAMPUS

Jill “Hi!”
 • Say hi
 • Compliment her (↑ ♥ Jill if your status is NEUTRAL or CHICK)

You “Yeah…”
 • Yoga
 • Bowling
 • Tennis

Jill “A silly face. Is it working?”
 • Positive response (↑ ♥ Jill) 156

 • Negative response

If your affinity is CHICK, then the shower scene with Jill takes place:
Jill “Um…yeah. It’s pretty weird, huh?”
 • Let her shower first
 • Joke (↑ ♥ Jill)

If “Let her shower first”:
Jill “Stop, don’t be silly. You’re not going to peek, are you?”
 • Yes (↑ SP ↓ ♥ Jill)*
 • No (↓ SP ↑ ♥ Jill)*

 • Shower with Jill 157

 • Don’t shower with Jill

If “Shower with Jill”:
Jill “It’s good, but it’s not better than mine.”
 • Reach in 158

 • You win

Jill “Yeah, it really was.”
 • Kiss her 159

 • Don’t kiss her

If Isabella doesn’t like you:
Jill “I guess I’m a bit concerned whether she’s right or wrong.”
 • I’m a nice guy
 • I’m probably not good for you 160

If “I’m a nice guy” or Isabella likes you:
Jill “Well…you know…?”
 • Know what? (↓ SP)
 • Have sex? (↑ SP)

Jill “I have piano practice soon; I should get going.”
 • Go in for a kiss 159

 • Say goodbye

156. Trivial outcome for laughing at Jill’s silly face.
157. Trivial outcome for showering with Jill.
158. Trivial outcome for touching Jill’s breast while in the showers.
159. Major outcome for kissing Jill.
160. Major outcome for turning Jill down.
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The Cathy’s Cluck Matter
DIK HOUSE

Tommy “Wooooooooooo!”
 • Make fun of Tommy (↑ ♥ DIKs)
 • Join him for a wooo (↑ ♥ DIKs)
 • Stay silent

Josy “Oh…”
 • Make out 161

 • Don’t make out

Read your cluck [ISABELLA].
Read Camila’s cluck [SAGE].
Comment Sage’s new cluck:

Sage “Cheers, boys! I bet you wish you were here with us […]. Maybe next time… Mwah! <3”
 • I don’t know how you guys could pick from all those beauties. (↓ SP)
 • Camila for anal, Riona for a blowjob and Sage and Quinn for a threesome. (↑ SP)
 • Heather for anal, Lily for a blowjob, Sarah and Melanie for a threesome and Arieth for a
crabjob. (↑ SP)

Comment Jill’s cluck:
Jill “A perfect day to get some exercise in the sun. Having a cute opponent makes it even better.”
 • Thank you so much for the tennis match, today! I really enjoyed it. (↓ SP ↑ ♥ Jill)
 • I’m the cute friend. (↑ SP ↓ ♥ Preps)

Read the cluck about Cathy.

Free roam: Your status is updated. Play the Brawler and the Shuffle minigames (↑↑ $).

Chat with Jill.
Call Sage:

Sage “It’s HOT related, let’s leave it at that.”
 • I miss you (↑ ♥ Sage)

Talk to Jamie and Leon.
Talk to Nick and John Boy:

If you flirted with Elena:
John Boy “…I must be doing pretty good, eh?” 162

 • She’s hot (↑ ♥ DIKs)
 • I’m not into her

Talk to Riona:
Riona “Hey… You saw that cluck?”
 • Discuss it 163

 • DIKs only

Riona “…”
 • Stop her (↓ SP)
 • Kiss her back (↑ SP) 164

161. Trivial outcome for kissing Josy.
162. Trivial outcome for talking with John Boy about your previous joke.
163. Minor outcome for discussing with Riona about Cathy’s cluck: it unlocks a sex scene in episode 5.
164. Minor outcome for kissing back Riona.
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Talk to Sarah and Melanie:
Melanie “The Cathy cluck. You’re the one who posted it, right?”
 • Discuss it
 • Don’t discuss it

If “Discuss it”:
Sarah “Can you see where my mind went from that?”
 • Good one
 • Eat shit (↑ SP)
 • Leave (↓ SP)

Talk to Tommy, Rusty and Jacob. You can discuss the matter with Heather 165. Talk to Mona and bring 
her a chilled beverage from the fridge 166. Talk to Quinn to end the free roam.
DIK HOUSE: ROOF

You “You’re fucking crazy!”
 • Smoke weed (↑ DIK affinity ↓ CHICK status max range) 167

 • Don’t smoke weed (↑ CHICK affinity ↓ DIK status max range)

If “Smoke weed”:
Quinn “Fuck me…”
 • Lick her
 • Rest your eyes

If “Lick her”:
Quinn “Wanna taste me?”
 • Hell yeah
 • Taste me instead
Sex scene with Quinn 168.

DIK HOUSE: OLD LIBRARY

Click on Josy and Maya:
You “I don’t hate you.”
 • Try for something more
 • Stay friends

Two conditions are required in order to engage in a relationship with both Josy and Maya 169:
 ☑ Your affinity is NEUTRAL or CHICK.
 ☑ You had sex with Josy in episode 2 or with Maya in episode 3.
Otherwise, Josy and Maya reject you.

MAYA’S DORM [if you didn’t reject or get rejected by Josy and Maya]

Josy “My bed or her bed?”
 • Sleep with Josy (↑ ♥ Josy)
 • Sleep with Maya (↑ ♥ Maya)
 • Sleep on the floor [if you had sex with them] (↑ ♥ Josy ↑ ♥ Maya)

165. Trivial outcome for discussing with Heather about Cathy’s cluck.
166. Trivial outcome for bringing beverage to Mona.
167. Major outcome for smoking weed with Quinn.
168. Major outcome for having sex with Quinn (↑ Hell Week score).
169. Major outcome for being in relation with Josy & Maya.
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Two conditions are required in order to engage in a relationship with Jade:
 ☑ You made a move on Jade previously.
 ☑ You rejected or get rejected by Josy and Maya.
Otherwise, Jade doesn’t wait for you.

JADE’S CAR [if Jade is waiting for you]

You “Hi…”
 • Go in for a kiss
 • Don’t kiss her

 • Where are we going?
 • You look great

Jade “Recline your seat.”
 • Roleplay 170

 • Continue

Jade “Shh…”
 • Just stay hidden
 • Tease her

You “(She didn’t knock…the coast is clear.)”
 • First door on the right
 • First door on the left

If “First door on the right”:
Jade “Over here… Jade is here.”
 • You look so hot
 • Turn around for me (↑ SP)
Sex scene with Jade 171.

DEREK’S DORM

Derek “Do you trust me?”
 • Yes 172

 • No

If you had sex with Jade:
You “(Jade… There’s no turning back if I tell him about her…)”
 • Tell him about Jade 173

 • Keep a secret

Episode 4 ending: Your status is updated.

170. Jade will play as mother and son.
171. Major outcome for having sex with Jade.
172. Trivial outcome for trusting Derek.
173. Minor outcome for telling Derek about Jade (↑ Hell Week score). If you don’t, Derek will have sex with a 

teacher.
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Episode 5 – Hotheaded

Hell Week: Final Score

Every success during the Hell Week challenge counts for your own score:
 ☑ You drink beers in episode 3 and in episode 4: +1
 ☑ You wore the dildo helmet at least three times: +1
 ☑ You got slapped by Lily or Mona: +1
 ☑ You got your penis signed by Envy: +1
 ☑ You made a prank to Dawe: +1
 ☑ You had sex with Quinn in episode 4: +1
 ☑ You had sex with Jade and you told Derek about it: +2
 ☑ You won the cum-petition: +1
 ☑ You posed in Tybalt’s room: +1
You win the Hell Week if your score is at least 7; Derek wins if it’s less than 6; with a score of 
6 points, it’s a tie and the one who has proven having had sex with a teacher is the winner 174.

TRI ALPHA MANSION‐

Dawe “Hahaha! What a bunch of baby DIKs!”
 • Fight Caleb [if you fought the Jocks] (↑ DIK affinity ↓ CHICK status max
range ↑ SP ↑ ♥ DIKs) 175

 • Walk away (↑ CHICK affinity ↓ DIK status max range ↓ SP)

How to Ruin a Party at Alpha Nu Omega
ALPHA NU OMEGA MANSION

Jill “Yeah…”
 • How is she taking it (↑ ♥ Jill)
 • I’ll make it quick

Jill “There’s a party celebrating the end of Hell Week for the fraternity, yes.”
 • Get more info
 • Don’t ask for more info

Jill “Why do you ask?”
 • Be honest (↓ SP ↓ ♥ DIKs)
 • Hide the truth (↑ SP ↑ ♥ DIKs)

Point the drone at each of the six windows of the house.
Free roam: Your status is updated. Play the Brawler and the Shuffle minigames (↑↑ $). Collect the 
money near the globe (↑ $).

174. Minor outcome for winning the Hell Week.
175. Minor outcome for fighting Caleb.
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Comment Josy’s cluck:
Josy “Dressed up and ready for the Hell Week party!”
 • Beautiful. (↓ SP)
 • Women, eh? (↑ SP ↓ ♥ Josy ↓ ♥ Maya)

Comment Anthony’s cluck:
Anthony “Hell Week party, bitches! With moves like these, I’m setting the dance floor on fire!”
 • Thanks for the solid advice! Teach me more, sensei. (↑ SP)
 • What the fuck is this shit? Dancing with the tards? (↑↑ SP)

Read Tybalt’s cluck.
Comment Lily’s cluck:

Lily “Kill me now. This is supposed to be a Saturday! Missing my girls at the club.”
 • You want tequila? I can fix that for you 176.

Comment Camila’s cluck.

Talk to Riona:
If you smoked weed in episode 4:

Riona “Want a hit?”
 • Smoke pot 177

 • Don’t smoke

Riona “Sage could have set it up.”
 • Confront her 178

 • Let it slide

If “Confront her” and you discussed with her about Cathy’s cluck matter in episode 4:
Riona “But I’m not gonna tell you to do that.” or You “Right.”
 • Give her money 179

 • Don’t give her money

Three conditions are required in order for Riona to like you:
 ☑ You bought her sexual service.
 ☑ You kissed her back in episode 4.
 ☑ You gave her at least 1 $.
Otherwise, Riona doesn’t like you and won’t go further with you.

If she likes you:
Riona “Haha, yeah. We could fool around out here. How about it?” or You “(…but we haven’t 
defined anything yet.)”
 • Go for it (↑↑ SP)
 • Decline (↓↓ SP)

If “Go for it:
 • Go for it
 • Decline

If “Go for it:
Sex scene with Riona 180.

176. Minor outcome for finding tequila for Lily: it unlocks a sex scene later.
177. Trivial outcome for smoking weed with Riona.
178. Trivial outcome for confronting Riona’s lies.
179. Trivial outcome about how much money you gave to Riona.
180. Trivial outcome for having sex with Riona.
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Enter the bathroom and click on the girls:
Heather “The answer to that question is standing over there looking at me naked!”
 • Excuse yourself (↓↓ SP)
 • Compliment her (↑ SP if your affinity is DIK; or ↓ SP if it’s NEUTRAL or CHICK)

 • Looking at Sarah (↑ SP) 181

 • Looking at Mel (↑ SP) 182

Heather “What? Are you stupid?”
 • Retort (↑ SP)
 • Let it be (↓ SP)

Heather “Fuck… Ashley is watching our bags.”
 • Did you know about this?
 • Where’s Sage?
 • Leave

Go back and click again on the girls:
Heather “Are you seriously still here? Leave!”
 • Leave
 • Join them [if your status is MASSIVE DIK]

If “Join them”:
Heather “Ok, show me the damned thing so they shut up.”
 • Show her
 • Joke around
Sex scene with Melanie and Sarah 183.

Heather “You girls are assholes.”
 • Look at Heather’s tits (↑ SP)
 • Don’t look

Wearing the suit starts a scene with Josy and Maya:
Maya “It’s so bubbly! Do you want a sip?”
 • Take a sip
 • Don’t drink

If “Take a sip”:
Maya “Good huh?”
 • Tastes good
 • Tastes bad

If you are not in relationship with Josy & Maya:
 • I’ll be there for you 184

 • Don’t help her

If you are in relationship with them, Maya asks you for a bottle of champagne.
Take the rag and enter the toilet, then click on the water closet:

You “(I can probably cause an accident with this rag…)”
 • Cause an accident (↑↑ SP)
 • Don’t do it

181. Trivial outcome for flirting with Sarah.
182. Trivial outcome for flirting with Melanie.
183. Trivial outcome for having sex with Sarah and Melanie.
184. Minor outcome for proposing your help to Josy.
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If “Cause an accident”:
Pick the champagne in the kitchen and go up to the second floor:

 • Maya “Please! Just one song!”
 • Dance with them (↑ ♥ Josy ↑ ♥ Maya) 185

 • Leave

Enter Tybalt’s bedroom and click on his phone:
 • You “(Is that Tybalt’s phone?)”
 • Check it (↑ SP)
 • Leave it alone

If “Check it”:
You “(It’s locked, I can only access the camera.)”
 • Snap a dick pic (↑↑ SP)
 • Leave it alone

Get to the balcony:
 • Signal the DIKs (↑ ♥ DIKs)
 • Leave

Talk to Lily near the stairs:
Lily “It’s a DIK tradition I believe.”
 • I wouldn’t have wanted that (↓ SP)
 • Damn… I want a personal stripper (↑ SP)

Talk to the bartender, then let Derek distract him in order to stole the tequila bottle. Go back to Lily, she 
asks you for salt and lemon; get those from the bartender too. Talk again to Lily:

You “Yeah, this is not good…”
 • Stop her (↓ SP)
 • Make out (↑ SP)

If “Make out”:
Lily “$$ and I’ll give you the Hell Week treatment.” or “Consider it paying interest for what you did 
back at the club.”
 • Pay her (↓↓↓↓ $ if Lily slapped you; or ↓↓ $ if she didn’t)
 • Get it for free
 • Don’t pay her

If “Pay her”:
Sex scene with Lily 186.

If “Get it for free”, and she doesn’t hate you and your affinity is NEUTRAL or CHICK:
Sex scene with Lily 186.

Talk to Camila:
You “(Oh fuck! Tybalt!)”
 • Hide your face
 • Ask Camila for help

If “Ask Camila for help”:
 • Camila “Haha, it works in movies.”
 • Kiss her again
 • Leave

185. Trivial outcome for dancing with Maya and Josy.
186. Trivial outcome for having sex with Lily.
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If “Kiss her again”, and you bought her sexual service and you talked about sex outdoors:
Camila “Let’s just say she would be upset if I gave something away for free…”
 • Fuck Quinn
 • Pay Camila for sex (↓↓ $)
 • Leave

If “Fuck Quinn” and you had sex with her and Mona:
Sex scene with Camila 187.

If “Pay Camila for sex”:
Sex scene with Camila 187.

Visit the upper floor and talk to Elena and Ashley:
Ashley “*Sniffles* I’m fine.”
 • We tried calling you
 • Leave (↓ SP)

Talk with the alumni in the hallway:
You “Me? I’m…uh…”
 • A student
 • An alumnus
 • A trespasser

Watch Mona storming out from a bedroom, followed by Professor Burke.
If you had sex with Jade in episode 4, find her in the bar room:

Jade “What are you doing here tonight?”
 • Sneaking in
 • Mingling with the guests

Jade “I thought as much.”
 • Look at tits (↑ SP)
 • Don’t look (↓ SP)

Jade “I need to go see what’s taking my martini so long.”
 • Grab her ass (↑↑ SP)
 • Don’t grab it (↓ SP)

Call Quinn on the phone to end the free roam.
Sage “Let’s find an empty room…”
 • Sneak a peek (↑ SP)
 • Don’t look (↓ SP)

Sage “Are you sure?”
 • I’m sure
 • Joke (↓ ♥ Sage)

If you are her sex friend:
Sex scene with Sage 188.

Josy “I’m gonna go back to my dorm and drop my bags off…”
 • Follow her 189

 • Find Maya 190

187. Minor outcome for having sex with Camila.
188. Trivial outcome for having sex with Sage.
189. Trivial outcome for following Josy.
190. Trivial outcome for finding Maya.
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MAYA’S DORM [if “Follow her” and you are in relationship with Josy & Maya]

Josy “…if this doesn’t work out, I might lose both of you.”
 • Take it slow (↑ ♥ Josy)
 • That won’t happen

Josy “I’m cleanly shaven… Do you like that?” 191

 • I like it shaven
 • I prefer a bit of bush

Josy “Oh, stop it. I’ve always hated these small things.”
 • Reassure her (↑ ♥ Josy)
 • Move on
Sex scene with Josy 192.

ALPHA NU OMEGA MANSION [if “Find Maya” and you are in relationship with Josy & Maya]

Sex scene with Maya 193.

Josy “Haha, wait for me next time?”
 • We’ll try (↑ ♥ Josy)
 • It just happened (↓ ♥ Josy)

ALPHA NU OMEGA MANSION

If you are not in relationship with Josy & Maya:
Derek “And all feelings for my sis and Josy, they are gone just like that?”
 • Yeah
 • Feelings for Maya 194

 • Feelings for Josy 195

If you are Sage’s sex friend and you are not in relationship with Josy & Maya:
Sage “You guys are fucking crazy!”
 • I’m sorry (↓ SP)
 • It’s Hell Week (↑ SP)

Tybalt “How many times have I told you that you’re not invited here?”
 • I’m leaving (↓ SP)
 • Mock him (↑ SP ↓ ♥ Preps)

Tybalt “Get off my property you filthy and disgusting loser.”
 • Punch him (↑ DIK affinity ↓ CHICK status max range ↑↑ SP) 196

 • Walk away (↑ CHICK affinity ↓ DIK status max range ↓↓ SP)

Cheering up Cathy
ISABELLA’S HOME

Isabella “She’s in a rough spot.”
 • Be confident (↑ SP)
 • Be modest (↓ SP)

191. Trivial outcome about Josy’s pussy shaving preference.
192. Trivial outcome for having sex with Josy.
193. Trivial outcome for having sex with Maya.
194. Minor outcome for having feelings for Maya.
195. Minor outcome for having feelings for Josy.
196. Minor outcome for punching Tybalt (↓↓ ♥ Isabella and ↓↓ ♥ Jill later).
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Jill “Let me call you a cab.”
 • Offer to drive her home
 • Let her take a cab home

ISABELLA’S CAR [if you offered Cathy to drive her home]

Two conditions are required in order to engage in a relationship with Cathy:
 ☑ You succeed with her on Swyper.
 ☑ You are not in relationship with Josy & Maya.
Otherwise, Cathy puts an end to flirting with you.

Cathy “What you’re saying is that you want to end it. Am I right?”
 • No, I want to continue
 • I want to end it 197

If “No, I want to continue”:
Sex scene with Cathy 198.

ISABELLA’S HOME

Isabella “How did it go?”
 • Fine
 • Joke

↓↓ ♥ Isabella and ↓↓ ♥ Jill if you punched Tybalt.
If Isabella accommodated you during episode 3:

Jill “Oh… You’re right. I’m sorry.”
 • Play for them
 • End the night

If “Play for them”:
Isabella “That’s my favorite song…”
 • I remember (↑ ♥ Isabella)
 • Is it? (↓ ♥ Isabella)

ISABELLA’S HOME

Free roam: Your status is updated. Play the Brawler and the Shuffle minigames (↑↑↑ $).

Chat with Derek.
Call either Josy (↑ ♥ Josy) or Maya (↑ ♥ Maya) if you are in relationship with them.
Chat with Quinn.
Call Sage if you are her sex friend.

Chat with Paula, she ends up rejecting you.
Chat with Arieth:

Arieth “You finally came around!”
 • What do you mean?
Arieth “I think I must have sent you like 10 messages on Rooster.”
 • Are you sure you sent them to me?
[…]
Arieth “Right! Anyway, I’m glad you came around! So? I’m waiting…”
 • Waiting for what?
[…]

197. Major outcome for ending the relationship with Cathy.
198. Trivial outcome for having sex with Cathy.
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Arieth “A dick pic, silly. […] You’re supposed to send that when you chat with someone.”
 • Send picture
[…]

Chat with Catrin:
Catrin “This Saturday fucking sucks…”
 • What’s wrong?
Catrin “What isn’t wrong? […] We were gonna go to this new rock bar downtown.”
 • That sucks. What did you end up doing?
Catrin “[…] I called my ex to see if he wanted to come, but he had plans with some fucking slut.”
 • You still hang out with your exes?
[…]

Chat with Ellie:
Ellie “Woho! Cosmo Ellie in da house!”
 • Partying, huh?
Ellie “Yeah, I’m at this wicked party at my friend’s place! […] It’s fucking awesome!”
 • So, what’s Cosmo Ellie like?
Ellie “Oh! She gets freaky! Like really freaky!”
 • Yeah, I don’t believe it.
[…]
Ellie “Haha! Fuck no! I was in line for the bathroom. And now it’s my turn.”
 • Hey, if you’re undressing, show me a pic.
Ellie “You’re such a horn dog! Here you go.”
 • Nice shave! And another Cosmo in the background.

Chat with Nicole:
 • Perfect timing. I’m under covers ready for bed. How about you?
Nicole “You tell me… Do you think I look comfortable?”
 • That looks really comfortable. I wish I was there with you 199.
[…]

Chat with Nora:
Nora “Hm… […] I’m interested in why your age settings go all the way up to 32…or even higher?”
 • Yeah, that’s clearly been a mistake. It’s supposed to go up to 31. Sorry.
[…]
Nora “You got humor […]. Tell me something more about yourself.”
 • I’m a bit like you; I’m looking for something casual. […] we share that interest either way.
[…]
Nora “[…] And sure, I could show you how to do it.” or “You’ll never know for sure unless you try.”
 • I must say, I think you look beautiful in your pictures.
[…]
Nora “[…] A profile is pretty much ad space for yourself, so why not make the sale?”
 • Well, I’m sold. How about taking a picture for me right now?
Nora “Here you go.”
 • Did you open that robe just for me or is that how you dress at home?
[…]
Nora “Yes, you did…for now.”
 • Great. We should meet up for real sometime 200.
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Click on Isabella’s bedroom door:
You “(Bella’s bedroom… They’re probably falling asleep right now.)”
 • Peek (↑↑↑ SP)
 • Don’t peek

If “Peek”:
You “(Nope, they’re not asleep…)”
 • Look at Bella
 • Look at Jill
 • Stop looking

Click on the sofa to end the free roam.
Jill “Hey…?”
 • Check her out (↑ SP)
 • Don’t check her out (↓ SP)

Jill “I’ll head downstairs if that happens.”
 • Sneak a peek (↑ SP)
 • Don’t sneak a peek (↓ SP)

If you didn’t turn her down in episode 4:
Jill “If it wasn’t for you, I wouldn’t believe that.”
 • Take her hand (↑ ♥ Jill)
 • Don’t take her hand

Jill “What do you think of him?”
 • He’s a nice guy
 • I don’t know

Jill “It’s kind of embarrassing, but remember what I told you during our date?”
 • About your family
 • About dating (↑ ♥ Jill)

Jill “Rusty was one of the guys I went out on a date with.”
 • How was it?
 • Was it serious?

Jill “You know how guys are when they hang out?”
 • Can’t say I do
 • Scared of being himself?

If you didn’t turn her down in episode 4:
Jill “*Smack* Good night.”
 • Take it further (↑ ♥ Jill) 201

 • Don’t take it further

199. Minor outcome for sexting with Nicole on Swyper: it unlocks a sex scene in episode 6.
200. Minor outcome for succeeding with Nora on Swyper: it unlocks a sex scene in episode 6.
201. Major outcome for kissing Jill.
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Let’s Get Physical
Free roam: Your status is updated. Play the Brawler and the Shuffle minigames (↑↑↑ $).

Chat with Dad:
[…]
Dad “[…] So, what do you wish for?”
 • Money could come in handy 202.
[…]

Chat with either Maya or Josy depending of who you had sex with previously.
Call Sage.

Read Arieth’s cluck.
Comment Riona’s cluck:

Riona “Ugh! Hungover. Feeling like shit. Toast me.”
 • You’re so cute without makeup! (↓ SP)
 • You’re hotter than most HOTs. (↑ SP)

Comment Derek’s cluck:
Derek “This night could have gone better […]. Maggot brothers forever.”
 • Thanks, everyone! I didn’t think we would make it. […] (↑ ♥ Derek)
 • Thanks, everyone! This week was so fucking fun! […] (↑ ♥ Derek ↑ ♥ DIKs)

Talk to Isabella in the kitchen and click the cans by the pool to unlock the painting minigame for later.
Talk to Jill to end the free roam:

Jill “Haha, this wasn’t well thought out for either of us.”
 • Agree
 • Joke

Isabella “Follow me, I have something old you can wear too.”
 • Why not something new (↓ ♥ Isabella if your affinity is DIK)
 • Keep quiet

You “(I can wait for them in the home gym…)”
 • Peek (↑↑↑ SP)
 • Don’t peek (↓↓↓ SP)

If “Peek”:
You “(Oh shit…)”
 • Watch Bella
 • Watch Jill
 • Leave (↓↓↓ SP)

If “Watch Bella”:
 • Watch Jill
 • Leave

If “Watch Jill”:
 • Watch Bella
 • Leave

Jill “Hey, those clothes did fit!”
 • Compliment them (↑ ♥ Isabella and ↑ ♥ Jill if your affinity is NEUTRAL or CHICK)
 • Shirt is too short

202. Minor outcome for asking money for birthday.
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Jill “Hold that position. Can you feel how your buttocks are engaged?”
 • Joke (↑ SP)
 • Take it seriously

You “My buttocks are feeling it for sure…”
 • Look at Bella (↑ SP if your affinity is DIK; or ↓ SP if it’s NEUTRAL or CHICK)
 • Don’t look at Bella

You “Haha!”
 • Peek at Jill (↑ SP)
 • Don’t peek (↓ SP)

Isabella “Yes, but spread your legs.”
 • Joke (↑ SP)
 • Spread your legs

Isabella “It looks perfect. Great form!”
 • Look closer (↑ SP)
 • Focus (↓ SP)

Isabella “Ok, let’s switch. Take a breather.”
 • Look at Bella (↑ SP)
 • Look at Jill
 • Don’t look (↓↓ SP)

If “Look at Jill”:
 • Look closer (↑ SP)
 • Focus (↓ SP)

Jill “Ok, I’ll do one more exercise.”
 • Look closer (↑ SP)
 • Focus (↓ SP)

Isabella “Put your fingertips in line with the center of your chest and press up to all fours.”
 • Joke
 • Don’t joke

Isabella “That’s it. Now you’re doing the downward facing dog.”‐
 • Joke
 • My legs hurt

↓ ♥ Isabella and ↑ ♥ Jill if you joked even once 203.
Isabella “It’s not painful if your muscles are warmed up and you take it slow.”
 • Look closer
 • Don’t look closer

Isabella “Do you want to try it?”
 • Try it with Jill
 • Try it with Bella (↑ ♥ Isabella)
 • Decline

If “Try it with Jill” and you didn’t turn Jill down in episode 4:
Jill “Good. Now give me your hand.”
 • Hold her hand (↑ ♥ Jill)
 • Put palm against her palm

203. Trivial outcome for joking during yoga practice.
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Jill “Move a bit closer and gently press your feet against mine.”
 • Flirt with feet (↑ ♥ Jill)
 • Don’t flirt

Isabella “If you change your mind, you’ll find fresh towels by the shower.” 204

 • Sauna with Bella
 • Yoga with Jill
 • Shower and freshen up

If “Yoga with Jill”:
Jill “…and back and forth slowly while keeping balance.”
 • Look at her tits (↑ SP)
 • Look at her panties (↑ SP)
 • Warn her (↓↓ SP ↑ ♥ Jill)

If “Look at her tits”:
 • Look at her panties (↑ SP)
 • Stay silent

If “Look at her panties”:
 • Look at her tits (↑ SP)
 • Stay silent

If you kissed Jill or you didn’t turn her down in episode 4:
Jill “…”
 • Kiss her (↑ ♥ Jill)
 • Get up

Jill “I’m gonna go shower…”
 • Me too
 • Sauna with Bella

If “Sauna with Bella”:
Isabella “It’s your choice, but you just exercised in those trunks.”
 • Gonna get sweaty anyway
 • Joke (↓ ♥ Isabella)

If you made out with her:
Isabella “Go ahead, I’ll still be a while.”
 • Make a move on her
 • Leave

If “Make a move on her”:
You “Wow…”
 • You’re beautiful (↑ ♥ Isabella)
 • You’re so hot
Sex scene with Isabella 205.

↑↑ ♥ Isabella if you agree to paint the picket fence.
Isabella “Do you know how to make pancakes?”
 • I think so
 • Not a clue

204. The second dialogue choice lets you to watch both scenes.
205. Major outcome for having sex with Isabella.
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If “I think so”:
You “I think so. For the batter mixture, you need…”
Correct ingredients: Eggs – Milk – Sugar – Baking powder – Flour – Done (↑ ♥ Isabella)

Isabella “No. Fluffy is better for pancakes.”
 • Make fluffy pancakes (↓ SP)
 • Over mix the pancakes (↑ ‐ SP)

You “All right.”
 • Full heat (↑ ♥ Jill)
 • Medium heat (↑ ♥ Isabella)
 • Low heat (↑ ♥ Jill)

Comment Jill’s cluck:
Jill “[…] Isabella teaching you how to cook made my day so much better. Haha!”
 • We got pancakes, didn’t we? […] Let’s make something more advanced next time! (↑ ♥ Isabella)
 • Thanks to Bella, I can show you how it’s done sometime! (↑ ♥ Josy ↑ ♥ Maya)

Isabella “Yes. Librarians are teachers in essence.”
 • A cooking class?
 • Libraries 101?
 • What kind of class?

HOT HOUSE [if you are Sage’s sex friend]

Sage “Hey, I won’t force you to tell what it is, but I wouldn’t spread it further.”
 • Confide in Sage 206

 • Don’t tell her why

If you stayed with Sage in episode 4:
Sage “If you get your ass kicked out again, you know where to go.”
 • Thanks
 • Joke (↑ ♥ Sage)

206. Trivial outcome for telling Sage that Arieth has crabs.
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Hang Out With Josy and Maya
CAMPUS [if you are in relationship with Josy & Maya]

You “That’s a weird list…”
 • Ask about list
 • Ask about Arieth

Interact with the can, the phone and the pen:
You “(Hm…)”
 • Draw on Maya
 • Draw on Josy (↑ ♥ Josy)

If “Draw on Josy”:
 • Draw a heart (↓ SP)
 • Draw a penis (↑ SP)

If “Draw on Maya”:
 • Words that Maya likes (↑↑ ♥ Maya) 207

 • Words that Maya dislikes (↓ ♥ Maya) 208

 • Anything else (↑ ♥ Maya)

Click on yourself to end the scene.
Episode 5 ending: Your status is updated.

207. List of words that Maya likes: beautiful – cute – cutie – heart – I like you – kiss – popsi – popsi max – smile – 
sweet – your name

208. List of words that Maya dislikes: anal – ass – asshole – bitch – boob – boobs – butt – cook – crap – cum – 
cunt – dick – fart – finger – fuck – garbage – gay – I hate you – kill – lesbian – lesbo – liar – murder – penis – 
poo – poop – pussy – rape – shit – tit – tits – trash – sex – splooge – suck – vagina – whore
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Episode 6 – Damage Control

LOBBY

 • Flirt 209

 • Don’t flirt

Extreme Makeover
DIK HOUSE

Follow the tutorial.
The baseline statistics are given for each member:

Stats MC Derek Rusty Tommy Jacob John Boy Nick Leon Jamie
Cleaning 30 15 15 13 25 20 30 15 15
Repairing 30 25 10 10 10 5 5 10 20
Working 30 20 20 5 10 15 10 20 15
Salvaging 30 25 15 20 15 20 20 15 20

Assign tasks and jobs as required:
 • Main character, Derek and Rusty to main party room on 1F.
 • Jacob and John Boy to main party room on 1F.
 • Leon to the $1 job.

Vinny “And yet you’re the VP? That’s fucking bullshit.”
 • Fight (↑ DIK affinity ↓ CHICK status max range ↑↑ SP) 210

 • Don’t fight (↑ CHICK affinity ↓ DIK status max range ↓↓ SP)

Free roam: Your status is updated. Play the Brawler and the Shuffle minigames (↑↑ $). Click on the 
guitar and practice song for Jill. Collect the money in the movie theater (↑ $) and in the upper main 
room (↑ $).

Comment Dawe’s cluck:
Dawe “Playing ball with the bros! Cardio is the reward after another personal best
in the gym.”
 • […] somehow you manage to look smaller week after week. (↑ SP)
 • Wanna borrow our dildo helmet? It will protect you from balls.

Comment Maya’s cluck.
Comment Tybalt’s cluck:

Tybalt “When life gives you lemons, buy a GoldeX.”
 • I saw a dude on the corner selling those watches. They only cost like $10. (↑ SP)
 • It’s an orange one, he should get himself checked out. (↑ SP)

209. Minor outcome for flirting with Becky (↓ ♥ Josy and ↓ ♥ Maya eventually later).
210. Minor outcome for fighting Tommy.
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Talk to the DIKs’ members around the house.
Meet Elena and John Boy on the second floor:

Elena “But let me wake up and put on some underwear at least.”
 • Look closer (↑↑ SP) 211

 • Don’t look closer (↓↓ SP)

Enter the basement and click on the curtain:
You “(Don’t look behind the curtain…)”
 • Look 212

 • Don’t look

If “Look”:
Heather “Do you have it out for me or something?”
 • Flirt [if your affinity is DIK] 213

 • Leave

Talk to Tommy to end the free roam:
Tommy “Maybe you already know the stuff I should have told you, but I wanna give it a go.” 
 • Accept 214

 • It’s a bit too late for that

CLASSROOM

If you fought Caleb:
Dany “You like getting others into fights, huh?”
 • No, I don’t
 • Sometimes you have no choice

Jamie “*Mouths* (Just do it.)”
 • Apologize (↓↓ SP) 215

 • Trigger her (↑↑ SP)

Jamie “Talk to you later.” or “Thanks for trying.”
 • See you (↓ SP)
 • Bye, Jam-Jam (↑ SP)

If you had sex with Jade in episode 4:
You “(I wonder how she’d react if I did something, too…)”
 • Tease Jade
 • Don’t risk it

Three conditions are required in order to be paired with Sarah during the next class:
 ☑ Your affinity is DIK.
 ☑ You purchased sexual services from Quinn.
 ☑ You are not in relationship with Josy & Maya.
Otherwise, you are paired with Maya.

If you are paired with Sarah:
Sarah “You and me. Let’s go.”
 • Flirty response
 • Normal response

211. Trivial outcome for checking out naked Elena.
212. Trivial outcome for looking at Heather behind the curtain.
213. Trivial outcome for flirting with Heather.
214. Trivial outcome for accepting Tommy’s apology.
215. Trivial outcome for apologizing to Dany.
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Sarah “Follow my lead.”
 • Peek (↑ SP)
 • Don’t peek (↓ SP)

Sarah “I’m going back to my room. I think Mel’s in class, wanna join?”
 • Make a move on her 216

 • Decline

SARAH’S DORM [if “Make a move on her”]

Sarah “Haha! So, what will it be?”
 • Pay her (↓↓↓ $)
 • Get it for free

If “Pay her”:
Sex scene with Sarah 217.

If “Get it for free”, and you flirted with Sarah in episode 5 or you voted her for the hottest ass:
Sex scene with Sarah 217.

If you are paired with Maya:
Gender Studies answers (↑ SP if you cheat; or ↓ SP if you don’t; ↑ $ if you bought Magnar’s service)

W&W – Burgers – Paris – Skinny cunt – Social anxiety disorder – Veterinarian – 
The last ones refer to the chit chat with Maya in episode‐  1

Maya “I like you.” [if you are in relationship with Josy & Maya]
 • I like you, too
 • That’s not a question

DIK HOUSE

Upgrade for $19: Dumpster up to level 5, Cleaning supplies, Power tools and
Super-glue.
Allocate 60 experience points:

Stats MC Derek Rusty Tommy Jacob John Boy Nick Leon Jamie
Cleaning 41 30 26 18 35 29 39 20 29
Repairing 41 36 42 15 44 18 14 15 29
Working 30 20 20 5 10 15 10 17 15
Salvaging 41 36 26 25 24 29 29 25 29

Assign tasks:
 • Main character, Derek and Jamie to right hallway on 1F.
 • Tommy, John Boy and Leon to stairway on 1F.
 • Rusty, Jacob and Nick to bathroom on 1F.

216. Trivial outcome for making a move on Sarah.
217. Trivial outcome for having sex with Sarah.
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If you made out with Isabella in episode 3:
Isabella “That’s good. You should do it by the books.”
 • Agree
 • Joke (↑ ♥ Isabella)

If you didn’t have sex with Isabella either in episode 4 or 5:
Isabella “(She’s so sweet for asking…)”
 • Accept
 • Reject 218

Thus, the relationship with Isabella is secured with any playtrough:
• You had sex with her in episode 5.
• You had sex with her in episode 4.
• You made out with her in episode 3 and you just accepted her proposition.

Otherwise, Isabella won’t bother you anymore.

Sage’s Breakup
CAMPUS

You “(What would I want to hear in a situation like this one?)”
 • Good riddance (↓ ♥ Sage)
 • You deserve better (↓ ♥ Sage)
 • If you want to talk, I’ll listen (↑ ♥ Sage)
 • Don’t say anything

Sage “Cast the die, pussy.”
 • You move on
 • Get closure

If you are her sex friend:
Sage “Thanks for semi listening.”‐
 • Kiss her
 • Say good night

Quinn “Hmpf…”
 • Help her 219

 • Let her go

Three conditions are required in order for Quinn to consent to be helped:
 ☑ Your affinity is DIK.
 ☑ You had sex with her in episode 4.
 ☑ You are not in relationship with Josy & Maya.
Otherwise, she disregards you.

If “Help her” and she consents to be helped:
Sex scene with Quinn 220.

CLASSROOM

You “I’ll get it.”
 • Peek (↑ SP)
 • Don’t peek (↓ SP)

218. Trivial outcome for rejecting Isabella’s offer to help you clean the bedroom.
219. Trivial outcome for helping Quinn.
220. Major outcome for having sex with Quinn.
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Josy “Lesson learned.”
 • Compliment Josy (↑ ♥ Josy) 221

 • Don’t compliment her

Math answers (↑ SP if you cheat; or ↓ SP if you don’t; ↑ $ if you bought Magnar’s service)
c – b – a – d – b – c – d – a – b – b

CAFETERIA

You “(Like Sage said, Quinn’s not the type to talk feelings.)”
 • Lunch with Maya and Josy 222

 • Lunch with Sage and Quinn 223

If “Lunch with Maya and Josy”:*
↑ ♥ Maya if you are in relationship with Josy & Maya, or you have feelings for Maya.
Becky “Hey! I remember you!”
 • Remember her
 • Pretend you don’t

If “Pretend you don’t”:
↑ ♥ Maya

↓ ♥ Josy ↓ ♥ Maya if you flirted with Becky.
Becky “Sororities are like so last year. Literally!”
 • Mock her (↑ SP)
 • Don’t mock her (↓ SP)

If “Lunch with Sage and Quinn”:
If you are Sage’s sex friend:

Sage “I’ve been wearing it more than you at this point.”
 • Agree
 • Joke

AUDITORIUM

Two conditions are required in order to be in relationship with Jill:
 ☑ You kissed her in episode 4, or your affinity is CHICK)
 ☑ You kissed her in episode 5.
Otherwise, Jill will ignore you from now on.

If you are in relationship with Jill:
Jill “Did you really like the song I played?”
 • Yes
 • You can do better

Jill “I'm not sure that it does.” or “Yeah, you may be right about that.”
 • Peek (↑ SP ↓ ♥ Jill)
 • Don’t peek (↓ SP)

You “Anytime.”
 • Choose a different song
 • Both songs sound good

221. Trivial outcome for complimenting Josy.
222. Minor outcome for having lunch with Josy and Maya.
223. Trivial outcome for having lunch with Sage and Quinn.
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DIK HOUSE

Allocate 125 experience points:

Stats MC Derek Rusty Tommy Jacob John Boy Nick Leon Jamie
Cleaning 50 50 32 24 54 35 45 26 35
Repairing 50 50 48 21 50 50 20 31 35
Working 30 20 20 5 10 15 10 17 15
Salvaging 50 50 32 31 37 65 35 31 35

Assign tasks:
 • Main character and Derek to dining room on 1F.
 • Rusty, Tommy and Jacob to Tommy’s room on BF.
 • John Boy and Nick to Jacob’s room on 2F.
 • Leon and Jamie to left hallway on 1F.

Next scene depends on your situation:
If you are in relationship with Isabella, she helps to clean the room and spends the night with you.

Isabella “It’s even worse than you described it.”
 • Sneak a peek (↑ SP)
 • Don’t peek (↓ SP)
Sex scene with Isabella 224.

If you are not in relationship with Isabella but with Josy & Maya and had lunch together, they help you.
Finally, if you are neither in relationship with Isabella nor with Josy & Maya, you are left alone to clean.

224. Trivial outcome for having sex with Isabella.
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Study Session at the Library
LIBRARY

If you are in relationship with Isabella:
Isabella “Now, if there’s nothing else, I have work to do.”
 • Stroke her hand (↑ ♥ Isabella)
 • Leave

Josy “It’s up to you guys.”
 • Study Math
 • Study Gender Studies

If “Study Math”:
Math answers

Left – Right

Free roam: Your status is updated. Play the Brawler and the Shuffle minigames (↑↑↑ $).

Chat with Dad.
Call Derek and Isabella takes the phone out of your hands:

Isabella “He can’t come to the phone right now. Try again later.”
 • You’re too harsh (↓ ♥ Isabella)
 • I’m sorry (↑ ♥ Isabella)

Read Jamie’s cluck.
Comment Melanie’s cluck.

Swype up Micha and chat to uncover Ida.
Chat with Catrin who is now back with her ex.

Click the orange book on the table:
If you are in relationship with Jill:

You “(The book she wanted to read.)”
 • Put a note in it (↑ ♥ Jill) 225

 • Leave

If “Put a note in it”:
 • Cute note
 • Corny note

Talk to Karen and Sally, and eavesdrop the conversation between Jill and Josy.
Talk to Isabella:

Isabella “That’s certainly one way to do life.”
 • Joke (↑ SP ↓ ♥ Isabella if your affinity is DIK)*
 • Don’t joke

Click the trolley and spot five books hidden in the shelves (+$2 for the DIK house and ↑ ♥ Isabella) 226.

225. Minor outcome for putting a note inside Jill’s book.
226. Minor outcome for completing the first book job.
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Talk to Maya:
If you are in relationship with Josy & Maya:

Maya “I’ll talk to Josy.”
 • Flirt (↑ ♥ Maya) 227

 • Leave

If “Flirt”:
Maya “Tell me, honestly. Would you dare to do it right here?”
 • Yes 228

 • No

Maya “I don’t know, I can’t think clearly.”
 • Go further up (↑ ♥ Maya)
 • Remove hand

Wendy comes to you:
Wendy “Can you tell him that I want to talk to him?”
 • Yes 229

 • No

If “Yes”:
Wendy “Thank you. I feel that he’s been avoiding me lately.”
 • Derek’s special
 • Don’t take it personally

Sit at Sage’s table:
 • Peek (↑ SP)
 • Don’t peek (↓ SP)

Click on your jacket to end the free roam.

227. Trivial outcome for flirting with Maya.
228. Trivial outcome for daring to do it in public.
229. Trivial outcome for agreeing to Wendy’s favor.
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A Bard’s Tale
The roleplay relies exclusively on starting variables: 100 silver money and three hit points (HP). The 
adventure terminates prematurely once your health reaches 0 HP. Please note that this session is non-
linear and involves multiple back and forths in order to acquire the key items.
FOREST

You “Got it…my class sucks.”
 • Attack with guitar (↓ HP)
 • Play a song (↓ HP)
 • Take cover behind Sally 230

 • Charm the goblin

Magnar “Now it’s your turn.”
 • Play a song
 • Attack with guitar (↓ HP)
 • Throw Sally into the bush
 • Use charm

Magnar “Moria explains that she escaped through the sewers.”
 • Play a song
 • Attack with guitar (↓ HP)
 • Use charm

If “Use charm” and your affinity is DIK:
 • I seduce her 231

 • I ask her for secrets

If “I seduce her”:
Sex scene with Moria.

If “Use charm” and your affinity is NEUTRAL or CHICK, or if “I ask her for secrets”:
Moria tells you the buttons order 232.

TOWN

Magnar “Where do you go?”
 • Fruit shop
 • Pottery
 • Blacksmith
 • Tavern
 • End exploration

If “Fruit shop”:
Magnar “Maya is conversing with the merchant about the Ice Queen.”
 • Talk to the merchant
 • Buy an apple (−20 silver) 233

 • Talk to Maya 234

 • Charm Maya
 • Charm the merchant

230. Trivial outcome for using Sally as a shield during the second roleplay session.
231. Minor outcome for seducing Moria.
232. Minor outcome for asking Moria for secrets.
233. Minor outcome for having an apple.
234. Trivial outcome for talking to Maya at the fruit shop.
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If “Talk to the merchant”:
Magnar “She shakes her head and puts out her hand, palm up.”
 • I give her a low five (↑ ♥ Josy ↑ ♥ Maya)
 • I slip her some money (−50 silver if you didn’t charm the merchant; or −30 silver if you 
did) 235

 • Go back

If “Charm Maya”, and you didn’t seduce Moria and you are in relationship with Josy & Maya:
You “Can someone cast a mute spell on Sally? I’m busy charming Maya.”
 • Stop
 • Fantasize some more

If “Fantasize some more”:
Sex scene with Maya.

If “Charm the merchant” and you seduced Moria:
Sex scene with Cathy.

If “Pottery”:
Magnar “The pottery is about to close. The craftswoman is finishing up for the day.”
 • Talk to the craftswoman
 • Talk to Josy
 • Buy something (−60 silver) 236

 • Charm the craftswoman
 • Charm Josy
 • Leave

If “Charm the craftswoman” and you seduced Moria:
Sex scene with Camila.

If “Charm Josy”, and you didn’t seduce Moria and you are in relationship with Josy & Maya:
Sex scene with Josy.

If “Blacksmith”:
Magnar “That’s a fair point. The blacksmith is a female. Let’s be a bit less stereotypical.”
or You “(Haha! Suckers.)”
 • Talk to the blacksmith
 • Talk to Jill
 • Buy lock picks (−40 silver) 237

 • Charm the blacksmith
 • Charm Jill
 • Leave

If “Charm the blacksmith” and you seduced Moria:
Sex scene with Riona.

Magnar “Right…”
 • Trade guitar for weapon 238

 • Keep the guitar

If “Charm Jill”, and you didn’t seduce Moria and you are in relationship with Jill:
Sex scene with Jill.

235. Minor outcome for slipping money to the fruit merchant.
236. Minor outcome for having a pot.
237. Minor outcome for having lock picks.
238. Trivial outcome for trading the lute for a weapon.
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If “Tavern”:
Magnar “…and the lowlifes are warming up to an evening of debauchery.”
 • Talk to the bar maiden
 • Talk to the wenches
 • Talk to the lowlifes
 • Leave

If “Talk to the bar maiden”:
Jade “What can I get you?”
 • Ask her about the Ice Queen
 • Ask her about lowlifes
 • Buy a mug of mead (−20 silver) 239

 • Charm the bar maiden

If “Ask her about lowlifes”:
Magnar “What do you ask her, more precisely?”
 • Do you know them?
 • Do they drink a lot?
 • Who’s got the biggest dick?
 • Done

If “Charm the bar maiden”:
Sex scene with Jade if you seduced Moria; otherwise, if you didn’t, you get the mug for 
free 239.

If “Talk to the wenches”:
You “Hey! What does that mean?”
 • Ask them about the Ice Queen
 • Ask them about lowlifes
 • Charm the wenches
 • Leave

If “Ask them about lowlifes”:
Magnar “What do you ask them? I need specifics.”
 • Do you know them?
 • Do they drink a lot?
 • Who’s got the biggest dick?
 • Done

If “Charm the wenches”:
Magnar “They say that for 70 silver, they may be persuaded.”
 • Pay them (−70 silver)
 • Don’t pay them

If “Pay them”
Sex scene with Melanie and Sarah.

If “Talk to the lowlifes” and you talked to Maya at the fruit shop:
↓ HP if you traded the lute; otherwise, if you didn’t trade the instrument:

Magnar “He asks them his questions…”
 • How do I defeat the Ice Queen?
 • How much have you had to drink?
 • Who has the biggest dick?
 • Are you regulars here?
 • Done

239. Minor outcome for having a mug of bead.
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Confront their answers with what the barmaid and the wenches mentioned about the lowlifes:

Barmaid Wenches Thief telling the truth

They are all sober They aren’t regulars They’ve already been here Dawe
They have had two mugs They are regulars They’ve already been here Anthony
They are big drinkers They aren’t regulars I’m not sure Alex

If “Done”:
Magnar “Which thief is telling you the truth?” 240

 • Dawe is telling the truth
 • Anthony is telling the truth
 • Alex is telling the truth
 • Not ready to answer

Magnar “What’s your point of entry?”
 • Fortress gate [if you traded the lute]
 • Sewers 241

If “Fortress gate”:
You “It’s my turn?”
 • Attack stunned guard
 • Attack enraged guard (↓ HP)
 • Sneak around guards (↓ HP)
 • Hide behind Sally

 • Attack the lesser guard
 • Attack the enraged guard

If “Sewers”:
Josy “I’m with Maya, I sneak past the bubbles.”
 • Sneak by
 • Throw rock (↓ HP)
 • Play a song [if you didn’t trade the lute]

If “Sneak by” or “Throw rock”:
Josy “Oh, no! Help! Haha!”
 • Attack the monster
 • Charm the monster (↓ HP)
 • Play a song [if you didn’t trade the lute]

Josy “Let’s run for it! There’s no need to stay here any longer!”
 • Attack the monster
 • Run away

If “Attack the monster”:
You died and the game is over.

FORTRESS OF THE ICE QUEEN

Magnar “Inside the fortress, our heroes split up to find the throne room.”
 • Go upstairs
 • Walk around the corridors
 • Go downstairs

240. Minor outcome for getting the code from the thief who tells the truth.
241. Minor outcome for choosing the sewers as point of entry.
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If “Go downstairs”:
Sally “Maybe I tried to crawl through them? Jeez, just help me get unstuck.”
 • Ask why she’s stuck
 • Help her get unstuck
 • Leave

If “Go upstairs”:
Magnar “You find yourself outside of a locked door.”
 • Pick lock [if you have lock picks]
 • Pour acid on lock [if you filled a pot with acid]
 • Go to ground floor

You unlock the door with any playthrough:
• You bought or find lock picks, and you chose the sewers as point of entry.
• You bought or find a pot, and you filled it with acid.

If you unlocked the door:
 • Enter room
 • Go to ground floor

If “Enter room”:
 • Talk to Nadia
 • Rescue Nadia
 • Leave

If “Rescue Nadia”:
Magnar “Her handcuffs aren’t going anywhere. She tells you that the Ice Queen has the 
key to them.”
 • Pick the lock [if you have lock picks]
 • Pour acid [if you have a pot filled with acid]
 • Use wand [if you have the magical wand]
 • Leave

Ending 1 – You rescue Princess Nadia and leave together the fortress with three conditions:
 ☑ You picked the lock.
 ☑ You poured acid.
 ☑ You used the magical wand.

If “Walk around the corridors”:
Magnar “You walk the corridors of the fortress. He finds himself outside of a small door and a big 
royal door.”
 • Inspect the small door
 • Inspect the royal door
 • Leave

If “Inspect the small door”:
Magnar “No need to scrutinize the game. What do you choose to do?”
 • Enter code
 • Leave
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If “Enter the code” and you got the code from the thief who tells the truth:
Magnar “In the secret room, you find a fragile magical wand, a pool with a liquid, and three 
buttons on the wall.”
 • Inspect the buttons
 • Inspect the pool
 • Inspect the wand
 • Leave

If “Inspect the buttons”:
Magnar “There are three buttons in a horizontal layout.”
 • Push the buttons
 • Let the buttons be

If “Push the buttons” and Moria tells you the buttons order:
Magnar “Because the DM said so.”
 • Apple [if you don’t have an apple] 233

 • Pot [if you don’t have a pot] 236

 • Lock picks [if you don’t have lock picks] 237

 • Mead [if you don’t have a mug of mead] 239

 • Nothing

If “Inspect the pool”:
Magnar “The pool is green and forms bubbles. It contains a highly corrosive acid.”
 • Put your hand in it (↓ HP)
 • Fill the pot [if you have a pot] 242

 • Leave

If “Inspect the wand”:
Magnar “The wand has a magical glow to it, but it looks fragile as if is about to break.”
 • I take the wand 243

 • Use on apple [if you have an apple] 244

 • Leave

If “Inspect the royal door”:
Magnar “It’s the Ice Queen.”
 • I kneel
 • I refuse to kneel

If “I kneel”:
Ice Queen “I’d be a fool to let my guard down.”
 • Princess Nadia
 • Attack her
 • Charm her
 • The glyph

If “The glyph”:
Magnar “The Ice Queen looks interestingly at you.”
 • Give her pot [if you have a pot]
 • Give her apple [if you have an apple]
 • Give her mead [if you have a mug of mead]
 • Play her a song [if you didn’t trade the lute]
 • Attack her
 • I have nothing more

242. Minor outcome for filling the pot with acid.
243. Minor outcome for having the magical wand.
244. Minor outcome for having the magical apple.
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Ending 2 – You become the new Ice King with four conditions:
 ☑ You knelt.
 ☑ You asked about the glyph.
 ☑ You gave her the empty pot, the magical apple and the mug of mead.
 ☑ You played her a song.
Otherwise, you fight the Ice Queen once any condition is met:

• You refused to kneel.
• You asked about Princess Nadia.
• You attacked her.
• You tried to charm her.
• You gave her the pot filled with acid or the non-magical apple.
• You didn’t give her the empty pot, the magical apple or the mug of mead.
• You didn’t play her a song.

If you are fighting the Ice Queen:
Magnar “Nonetheless, the party has made an impressive onslaught.”
 • Throw apple [if you have an apple]
 • Use wand [if you have the magical wand]
 • Throw pot [if you have a pot]
 • Drink mead [if you have a mug of mead]
 • Sing a song

Ending 3 – You lift the curse of the Ice Queen with two conditions:
 ☑ You slipped money to the fruit merchant in order to get more info.
 ☑ You used the magical wand.
Ending 4 – You defeat the Ice Queen with any playthrough:

• You used the magical wand but you didn’t slip money to the fruit merchant.
• You threw a pot filled with acid.

Ending 5 – Otherwise, your party is vanquished.
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RETIREMENT HOME

Old lady “Then you’re smarter than my son.”
 • Just say something
 • Take her hand (↓↓ SP)

+$3 for the DIK house.
CAMPUS [if you are in relationship with Josy & Maya]

If you had sex with Maya in episode 3:
Maya “Um… Um…”
 • Ask Maya to do it
 • Ask Josy to do it 245

Sex scene with Josy and Maya.
CLASSROOM

Two conditions are required in order to help Lily with the HOT evaluation:
 ☑ Your affinity is DIK.
 ☑ You are not in relationship with Josy & Maya.
Otherwise, you pass your chance.

If you are helping Lily:
Derek “Pass.”
 • Do it (↑ SP) 246

 • Pass (↓ SP)

English answers (↑ SP if you cheat; or ↓ SP if you don’t; ↑ $ if you bought Magnar’s service)
Three letter words: den – doe – dog – ego – end – eon – gel – god – led – leg – log – nod – nog – old – ‐

one
Four letter words:‐ done – gold – gone – lend – loge – lone – long – node – noel – ogle
Five letter words:‐ lodge – longe – ogled – olden
Six letter words:‐ dongle – golden – longed

CAMPUS [if you had sex with Jade]

Jade “…maybe 20.”
 • Accept
 • Reject Jade

If “Accept”:
Sex scene with Jade 247.

245. Trivial outcome about Josy doing a blowjob.
246. Minor outcome for helping Lily with the HOT evaluation.
247. Minor outcome for having sex with Jade.
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Birthday
HOME

↑↑ $ if you asked money for birthday.
DIK HOUSE

If you won Hell Week:
Rusty “I’ll make sure to pay Stanley for it soon.”
 • Accept the prize 248

 • Use money for mansion

You receive a VIP pass for The Pink Rose if you accept the prize; otherwise, +$10 for the DIK house if 
you use money for the mansion or if Derek won Hell Week.
Free roam: Your status is updated. Play the Brawler and the Shuffle minigames (↑↑↑ $).

Chat with Isabella if you are in relationship with her.
Chat with Josy then call her if you are in relationship with Josy & Maya.
Call Sage:

If you are her sex friend, you naturally agree to help 249; otherwise, the choice is up to you:
Sage “I could use some help.”
 • Help her 249

 • Don’t help her

Comment Derek’s cluck.

Talk to the DIKs’ members around the house and clean the upper area. Find and read Derek’s to-do list 
in the supply closet. Then click on the whiteboard to end the free roam.

Allocate 150 experience points:

Stats MC Derek Rusty Tommy Jacob John Boy Nick Leon Jamie

Cleaning 54 76 46 36 60 48 49 31 50
Repairing 54 54 54 27 56 88 24 36 62
Working 30 20 20 5 10 15 10 20 15
Salvaging 56 54 44 37 43 76 39 41 50

Assign tasks:
 • Main character and Rusty to porch on 1F.
 • Derek and Tommy to kitchen on 1F.
 • Jacob to closet on 2F.
 • John Boy to laundry room on BF.
 • Nick and Leon to front hallway on 1F.
 • Jamie to upper area #2 on 2F.

248. Minor outcome for taking the VIP pass.
249. Major outcome for agreeing to help Sage.
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The Dilemma
If you are in relationship with Jill and you agreed to help Sage:

You “(Now I feel bad… Who am I gonna let down?)”
 • Go with Jill
 • Go to Sage

The outcome affects the relationship with either girl, or both – depending on your situation.
For Jill:

• ↑↑ ♥ Jill if you go date with her 250.
• ↓↓ ♥ Jill if you declined her invitation 251.

For Sage:
• ↑↑ ♥ Sage if you go help her 252.
• ↓↓ ♥ Sage if you turned down her request and you are her sex friend 253.
• No change if you turned down her request and you are not her sex friend.

JILL’S ESTATE [if you are dating with Jill]

Jill “Make that two vanilla. And some whipped cream on mine.”
 • Pay for it (↓↓ $ ↑ ♥ Jill)
 • Don’t pay for it

Jill “Catch me?”
 • Peek (↑ SP ↓ ♥ Jill)
 • Don’t peek (↓ SP)

Jill “No! Haha!”
 • Compliment her (↑ ♥ Jill)
 • Don’t compliment her

Read Jill’s cluck.

Click on Jill:
 • Talk (↑ ♥ Jill if you put a note inside her book)
 • Caress
 • Go back

Click on the jacket and the basket. Finally, click on yourself to end the scene.
You “It’s so stupid… We were there, but it was part of Hell Week.”
 • Derek did it 254

 • We did it

SAGE’S DORM [if you went help Sage]

Free roam: Go to the kitchen and take the medicine on the counter, the wieners in the fridge, and the
wipes in the cupboard. Make tea by clicking on the cooking plates.
Talk to Sage again:

 • Talk
 • Give her something
 • End hangout
 • Go back

250. Major outcome for dating with Jill.
251. Major outcome for declining Jill’s invitation.
252. Major outcome for going help Sage.
253. Major outcome for turning down Sage’s request while you are her sex friend.
254. Trivial outcome for blaming Derek.
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If “Give her something”:
 • Tea (↑ ♥ Sage)
 • Wipes (↑ ♥ Sage)
 • Beef wieners (↑ ♥ Sage)
 • Medicine (↑ ♥ Sage)
 • Go back

If “Medicine”:
Sage “Uh… I damn well better not be.”
 • Joke (↓ ♥ Sage)
 • Don’t joke

Select “End hangout” twice to end the free roam.
DIK HOUSE

Derek “Yeah. Am I weird for saying that I miss it?”
 • I miss it too (↑ ♥ Derek)
 • I don’t miss it (↓ ♥ Derek)

Father-Son Time

Tommy “Here’s your fake ID. I made it myself.
 • Take the fake ID (↑ DIK affinity ↓ CHICK status max range ↑↑ SP) 255

 • Stay at home (↑ CHICK affinity ↓ DIK status max range ↓↓ SP)

THE MACALLEN’S BAR [if you took the fake ID]

Sandy “Birthday boy? Turning 21?”
 • Truth (↓ SP)
 • Lie (↑ SP)

If you sexted with Nicole on Swyper:
Nicole “Wanna pose for the camera with me?”
 • Sure 256

 • No, thanks

Free roam: Your status is updated.

Read Tommy’s cluck.

Take a look at Jade and Cathy. Talk to Tommy. Click on the bar tender to end the free roam.
If you didn’t go with Jill earlier:

You “(Speaking of big tits… Whoa.)”
 • Look closer (↑ SP)
 • Don’t look (↓ SP)

If you succeed with Nora on Swyper:
You “(Whoa… That’s that woman from Swyper. What’s her name again?)”
 • Nova
 • Nora
 • Nina

You “(Should I go for it?)”
 • Go for it
 • Don’t go for it

255. Trivial outcome for taking the fake ID.
256. Minor outcome for posing with Nicole for the camera.
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If “Go for it”
Sex scene with Nora.

If you posed for the camera with Nicole and you didn’t go with Jill earlier:
Nicole “*Whispers* Sandy wants to share you. Are you up for that?”
 • Yes
 • No

If “Yes”:
Sex scene with Nicole and Sandy 257.

Episode 6 ending: Your status is updated.

257. Trivial outcome for having sex with Envy and Sandy.
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Free roam sections

Episode 1
Home 8

Troy’s dorm 11

HOT house 14

Maya’s dorm 14

Maya’s dorm 16

Maya’s dorm 17

Episode 2
DIK house 18

Alpha Nu Omega mansion 20

Maya’s dorm 21

Isabella’s home 26

Episode 3
Maya’s dorm 29

The Pink Rose 32

Alpha Nu Omega mansion 36

Maya’s dorm 36

Episode 4
Derek’s dorm 41
Sage’s dorm 41
Isabella’s home 41
The Pink Rose 48
DIK house 51

Episode 5
Alpha Nu Omega mansion 54

Isabella’s home 60

Isabella’s home 63

Episode 6
DIK house 68

Library 74

DIK house 84

The MacAllen's bar 86

Class sections

Episode 1
English 11

Math 13

Gender Studies 17

Episode 2
English 20

Math 26

Gender Studies 27

Episode 3
Math 31

English 35

Episode 4
English 41

Math 49

Gender Studies 49

Episode 6
Math 72

Math 74

English 83
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Flowcharts

Isabella

89

Meet Isabella at 
the library

See her at the 
library twice

Yoga on the 
campus

Hangover at 
Isabella’s

Lunch at the 
cafeteria

“Take it
further”

Did you make
out?

Did you take
it further?

No relationship 
with Isabella

Relationship with 
Isabella

“Go see Bella” Isabella likes
you?Makeout

Pool scene

Gym

She
accommodates

you?

“Sauna with
Bella” Sauna scene“Make a move”

Did you
make out? Episode 6Did you make

a move?

No No No

Yes Yes Yes

Yes

No No

No

NoNo

No

YesYes

Yes

Yes Yes Yes



Jill
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Meet Jill at the 
cafeteria

Sit next to her at 
the library

Yoga on the 
campus

You wear
the helmet?

Sleep at Jill’sBed scene

Meeting with
the counselorFlirt at the librarySneaking into her 

room

Tennis match CHICK affinity?

Shower scene

Isabella
likes you?

“I’m a nice guy”

Night at Isabella’s

You reject Jill

Did you
reject her?Kiss (ep. 5)

Gym
Did you reject 

her?Kiss (ep. 5)

Episode 6 Did you kiss
her (ep. 5)?

Did you kiss
her (ep. 4)?

CHICK affinity?No relationship 
with Jill

Relationship with 
Jill

Yes YesYes

NoNo

Did you kiss
her?

Yes

No

YesNo

Yes

Yes

Kiss (ep. 4)

No

No

Yes

Yes

No

No No No

Yes



Josy
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Meet Josy at the 
mini-mart

First date

“Stay the night” Second date at her 
homeSex (ep. 2)

Relationship with
Josy & Maya

Second DIKs’ party

Sex with Maya
(ep. 3)?

Sex with Josy
(ep. 2)?

“Try for
something

more”

No

CHICK or
NEUTRAL

affinity?

No No

Yes

Yes

No

No relationship 
with

Josy & Maya No

Yes

Yes Yes



Maya
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Meet Maya in the 
college hallway

See her at college 
twice

Move inside her 
dorm

Watch a movie 
together

Relationship with
Josy & Maya

Kiss

Help her during 
the Cum-petition

First DIKs’ party“Go home to
Maya”

MASSIVE DIK

status?
“Kiss her”

Offer to help with 
HOT evaluation

Evening with her “Stay with
Maya” Sex (ep. 3)

Second DIKs’ party

Sex with Josy
(ep. 2)?

Sex with Maya
(ep. 3)?

“Try for
something

more”

No

Yes No No

No

No relationship 
with

Josy & Maya

CHICK or
NEUTRAL

affinity?

No No

Yes

Yes

Did you offer
your help?

No

No

YesYesNo

Yes Yes

Yes Yes



Sage

93

Meet Sage at
the cafeteria

See her at the 
HOT house

“Find Sage”“Stay and party”

First guitar lesson “Kiss her”

First DIKs’ party
Yes

Kiss“Kiss her”
Yes Yes

Visit her dormOffer to become 
her teacher

Are you her
teacher?

Yes

Sex scene

No

Yes

Second guitar 
lesson

No

Did you have
sex with her?

“Only
for teaching
purposes?”

No

No Yes

Sage is not your 
sex friend

Sage is your sex 
friend

No No

No

Yes



Quinn

94

Meet Quinn and 
Riona in the 

college hallway

Watch Quinn and 
Camila

Talk to her outside 
the HOT house

“Want the
number to her

restaurant”

Cum-petition with 
Quinn Episode 3 Did you buy

2 services?
Quinn proposes a 

threesome

Evening with Maya
Did Quinn
propose a

threesome?

“Go to
Quinn’s dorm”

Sex with Quinn 
and Riona

Sage
accommodates

you?
“Move hips” DIK affinity? “Give me 

something”
Sex in her 
bedroom

“Smoke weed”“Lick her”Sex on the roof

Episode 6
Not in

relationship with
Josy & Maya?

DIK affinity?
Did you

have sex on
the roof?

Quinn accepts 
your help

Quinn ignores 
you

Buy 2 services
at least Call Quinn

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

No

YesYes

NoNo

Yes Yes Yes Yes

Yes Yes Yes

No NoNo

No

Second DIKs’ party

NoNo No No

YesYes

NoNo



Riona
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Meet Quinn and 
Riona in the 

college hallway

Talk to Quinn 
outside the HOT 

house

“Want the
number to her

restaurant”

Episode 3 Did you buy
2 services?

Quinn proposes a 
threesome

Evening with Maya
Did Quinn
propose a

threesome?

“Go to
Quinn’s dorm”

Sex with Quinn 
and Riona

Second DIKs’ party
Discuss

the cluck
with her

“Kiss her back” Kiss

Alpha Nu Omega’s 
party“Confront her” “Smoke pot” Did you smoke

weed?

Riona doesn’t 
like you

Buy
”Japanese
takeout”

Yes

No

YesYes

NoNo

Yes Yes

No No

No

Sex with Riona
Yes

Smoke weed offer

“Give her money”

Did you buy
”Japanese
takeout”?

Did you kiss her? Riona likes you

YesYes

Yes Yes

No

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Meet Quinn 
on the roof

No

No

No

No

No



Vault codes

Episode 1 1 3 8 6
Episode 2 4 4 1 3

Episode 3 3 9 8 5

Episode 4 0 4 2 1

Episode 5 4 2 2 6
Episode 6 4 4 6 3
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Hidden button locations in episode 6

97

7:30 AM
The button becomes available once you have talk 
to every DIK members. Enter Rusty’s room and 
click on the laptop, then click again on the clock 
that should now indicate 7:30 AM.

Air conditioner
In Tommy’s room, click on the air conditioner 
button.

The biggest vein
In the main party room, turn right then left in order 
to display the penis tag on the wall. Click on the 
upper vein ending.

Enjoy!
Enter the kitchen hallway from the dining room. 
Find the Chinese food box on the floor and click on 
the middle of the “Enjoy” label.

Here’s Johnny!
In the right hallway, a hatchet is stabbed in the last 
door on the right. Click on the bottom of its handle.



98

The white king
Look at the poster in Rusty’s room and click on the 
white tiger nose.

Employee of the month
A star‑shaped award is lying around Derek’s room, 
click in its center to validate the button.

The travel pillow
Jacob’s pillow has the desired pattern. Click on the 
middle left plane.

The intact keg
Leon is the holder of the last barrel of beer that 
can be found in his room. Click on the keg valve.

The wick
The last button is in the main character’s own room 
and is embedded in the candle sitting on the 
wooden stool.
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